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Music, like other major human needs, has 
been present in his life from the beginning 
of the creation of mankind and has served 
as a close human companion during times 
of hardship, happiness and wonder. Human 
utilized music to convey his profound 
feelings, however, God granted human the 
first musical instrument, that was the voice 
box. 
That is why scientists have considered 
human voice box as the first musical 
instrument. The music of all communities 
originated from human voice box as human 
used songs for conveying his feelings as 
well as worshiping and praying and musical 
instruments were developed throughout 
thousands of years to meet the similar needs.  
Diverse civilizations created different types 
of music based on their culture, religion, 
language and geography and left the legacy 
for the upcoming generations so that they 

preserve it. Now, the present generation 
has an enormous responsibility to preserve 
their ancestors’ historical legacy which is 
steeped with big mysteries and facts just 
as Ferdowsi (Prominent Persian poet) and 
Baihaqi (Eminent historian) did by writing 
the Shahnameh and Tarikh-e Baihaqi. 
Our folk music is the most important national 
asset and is seen as the legacy left behind by 
the ancient civilizations including the Aryan 
civilization, which has already assimilated or 
affected many other cultures. This ancient 
asset not only belongs to our nation, but also 
is of great significance for the neighboring 
countries. 
Therefore, this issue is related to both our 
musical relations as well as cultural and 
musical diversity. This article seeks to review 
the concepts of Afghan folk music and its 
development throughout the different 
junctures of history. 

Folk Music in 
Afghanistan
A Brief Review*
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Pre-Islamic History

Daira
(Single-headed Membranophone)
(Found throughout Central Asia and Middle East)

There is not much information about music before 
Medes era (Pishdadians and Kiyanians) in historical 
annals, and instead there have been myths during 
this time. The Shahnameh can be viewed as an 
epic featuring the national and historical myths of 
Afghan culture. 
Epic poetry conveys the history of a nation which 
has been an amalgamate of fact and fiction, and 
has been presented in the form of stories as well 
as historical tales in a poetic manner. Since human 
started singing and telling tales before writing, 
historians based their work on the same ancient 
legends and started the history of their nations 
with compiling the ancient myths in the form of 
epic poetry.
 
Ferdowsi, the great Persian epic poet, who lived 
during Sultan Mahmoud Ghaznavi dynasty, with 
his profound artistic feeling, used the historical 
stories of our ancient ancestors to create his 
works. He created the richest national reservoir of 
Afghan culture and since the themes of his works 
were based on real ancient national tales and his 
works conformed to the national traditions and 
narratives, they were welcomed by the nation 
and were recited in public places and became 
immortal. Ferdowsi’s epic poems are seen as the 
symbol of Afghans’ national art and convey the 
national spirit of the nation as well as its wonderful 
history which has been intermingled with fact and 
fiction. As the history of a nation starts from myths 

and epic poetry, we begin reviewing the history 
of our country’s music by studying Ferdowsi’s 
profound poems and his immortal masterpiece the 
Shahnameh.
Music has always played an outstanding role in 
mounting celebrations, feasts, funerals, festivals, 
as well as martial and religious ceremonies. It has 
also been used as a significant element in inciting 
combatants. 
Ferdowsi has used historical resources and 
documents to create this unique masterpiece. The 
most important document based on which the 
mythical chapter on Pishdadian (The emergence 
of Kiumars and disappearance of Garshasp) was 
created, is the Avesta, (Zoroastrians’ holy book). 
Because the names of many kings of this era 
(Pishdadian) cited in the Shahnameh, have already 
been mentioned in the Avesta. According to Avesta, 
Kiumars is the first human livening on the earth 
who obeyed the orders of Ahura Mazda and gave 
rise to the human generation and the Aryan race. In 
the Shahnameh, Kiumars has also been described 
as the first king on the earth. He provided people 
with clothes and taught them how to use many 
things…

In the Shahnameh, Ferdowsi has pointed to one 
of the most ancient musical instruments called 
the Karnay. The instrument was used in the battles 
in an attempt to undermine the morale of the 
enemy. A plethora of the Karnays would be fixed on 
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elephants and camels, and all of sudden they were 
blown and produced an ear-splitting and terrifying 
sound during battle times which would cause terror 
and fear in the ranks of the enemy army.Besides 
studying Pahlavi scripts and having a mastery over 
the Avesta, Ferdowsi was undoubtedly a prominent 
historian who had a thorough understanding of 
the Aryan history, based on which, he created the 
myths and epics in the Shahnameh. (11 Page: 1).
During the pre-Islamic era, Afghanistan was seen 
as a great cultural center in the region which 
used to maintain close cultural and historical ties 
with different neighboring countries. Historical 
documents show that people from different 
countries used to travel to Afghanistan during 
the various historical times and this in turn 
had immense impact on the art and culture of 
Afghanistan.

Before and during the migration of Aryans, 
singing and dancing was quite common among 
Aryan families. The lyrics were transferred from 
a generation to the other, which were seen as a 
spiritual legacy. Singing was quite among people 
during that era. Vidi lyrics and Zoroastrian and 
Avestan Gats (Pahlavi lyrics) which were mainly 
created in the territories of modern Afghanistan, 
are yet another evidence that lyrics necessitate 
the existence of songs which in turn necessitate 
the existence of some musical instruments. The 
European orientalist professor Kate, is of the 

belief that music was in the initial phase during 
Vidi age. This shows that Aryans, while dwelling 
between Amoo Darya and Abasin Rivers, had 
already developed some sort of music. (6 page: 
143)
Rigooyd is considered as the most ancient 
case of Vidi lyrics which can be dated back to 
nearly 1500 years B.C., originally composed in 
Afghanistan and completed in India. Historical 
scripts show that the first musical notes were 
composed in three scales in Rigoid and were 
later developed into 7 scales in Darsam Vid. 
These musical notes later gave rise to the 
fundaments of Indian, Pakistani and Afghan 
music.

Gats (Pahlavi lyrics) can be seen in the Avesta, 
which are very similar to Vidi lyrics, and are 
considered as the most ancient instances 
connecting Vidi and Avestan culture and 
literature. These lyrics also indicate that there 
were three types of musical instruments used 
by Aryans living during the Vidi era, each having 
its own name (Dandobhi, Vana, and Youna). (6, 
page: 143)

The Dhol (drum) was the most widely used 
percussion musical instrument which was played 
in many ceremonies including wedding and 
farming rituals, as well as wars and battles. The 
Dhol which is associated with Aten, Afghanistan’s 
national dance, is of great significance, whose 
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Music in Afghanistan during post-Islamic era

Prominent musicians such as Rudaki, Abu Hafz 
Hakim ibn AhrasSaghdi, who invented the 
Shahroud (An ancient musical instrument), Abu 
Mansour Mohammad ibn Ahmad Daqiqi and Abol 
Abbas Bakhtiari, lived during the Samanid dynasty. 
It has been mentioned in historical annals that 
Rudaki was an accomplished guitar and change 
player. History has it that Rudaki was such a brilliant 
musician that once Abou Nasr Samani, after 
listening to his famous poem “BooyeJooyeMulian”, 
was stunned and walked barefoot from Herat to 
Bokhara. (9 page: 22).

During the Ghaznavid dynasty, (5th and 6th 
centuries AH) the battle and feast music revived 
in folk Pahlavi music with the musicians playing 
the Chag, the Rud, the Dhol and the Sorna. The 
jubilant feasts and parties held in the royal palaces 
reverberated in the poems of prominent poets and 
writers of that age. Farokhi Sistani, was one of the 
eminent poets in this era who was also a musician 
and an accomplished singer (7 P: 267).  Also in this 
era, great scientists like Farabi, ibn Sina, Abu Reihan 
Beiruni, created some works on music.
During the Timurid dynasty, music reached 

history can be traced back to thousands of years 
ago. (2, page: 62)
Following the invasion of Greeks and their rule 
over Afghanistan for 2 centuries, the country’s 
music took a sort of dramatic form and was 
based on collective music and dance.  During 
the first three to four centuries A.D., the arts of 
sculpture as well as painting and other literary 
and musical symbols developed in Afghanistan. 
Koshanshahan age, was a glorious era in which 
fine arts, architecture, sculpture, as well as music 
and literature, progressed significantly in the 
light of support lent by the mighty kings. Relics 
found in Hadda depict musicians as well as 
dancers (Ballet concert) performing on the stage. 
There were three major types of music in this era 
including royal music, religious music and rural 
music. During the Islamic era, royal music almost 
disappeared but traditional and rural music 
continued to exist. (4 page: 112) 
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its pinnacle in Herat. Alagh Beig, had mastery 
over music science and compiled five books on 
music science. Ali Shir Navaee, a prominent poet, 
politician, intellectual in this era, was also an 
accomplished painter and musician. In this era, 
music progressed quickly and led to emergence 
of both accomplished musicians and composers. 
Nouredin Abdulrahman Jaami, wrote a book 
on music which is called “Resaleh Moosiqi.” 
Two chapters of the book deal with rhythm and 
composition of music. Abdul Qader Maraghei, 
Yousef Andakani, Sheikh Naee and Banaee are also 
among the musicians who lived during the Timurid 
era. (5 Page: 80)

During Baber era, when the capital of Moguls was 
transferred from Afghanistan to India, pieces of 
Afghan music were exported to the country and 
by the passage of time, Indian songs were spread 
across the region and reached Afghanistan but 
Afghanistan’s rural music, which was based on folk 
music, remained unchanged. Afghan musicians 
used to live in Kabul’s Sang Keshan Pass down 
Kouh Shir District. But following the downfall of 
the Mogul Empire, and civil wars and conflicts in 
Afghanistan and the British invasion, the music 
of this country declined until Amir Shir Ali Khan 

dynasty, when a number of Indian musicians were 
brought to Kabul. They resided in Khajeh Khardak 
Alley, near Bala Hessar and Qasr-e-Shahi District. 
Later on, the alley was called Kharabat.
The Daf, the Ney, the Dhol, the Sorna, the Sarandeh, 
the Robab, the Ghichak and the Chang are among 
the instruments which were used in Afghanistan’s 
ancient music. The Dhol was particularly used 
during battle times among residents of Khorasan 
or when a royal convoy was passing by. The latter 
ritual is still practiced among some tribes in 
Afghanistan.    
 
The people of Nuristan were very interested in 
music. A research study by a group of Danish 
anthropologists, suggest that the “Harp” (a stringed 
musical instrument) which is still played by the 
people of Nuristan, can be dated back to the 
Sumerian era. According to the study, even the 
song still sung by the local people in the area, can 
be traced back to the year 4,000 B.C. A special type 
of dance and music is commonly practiced among 
the people of Nuristan, which has preserved its 
classic and ancient form. Also, the people of Hindu 
Kush, and Panjshir Valley, used to have their own 
special musical instruments. (6 page: 53)
Thus, musical instruments were diversely used 
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in different music styles in Afghanistan. In Lugar 
music, the Sarandeh, the Rubab, the Dhol and 
the Harmonium are played while in the north of 
the country, the Tanbur, the Rubab, the Dhol, and 
the Chanbeh (Tambourine) are used and in Paktia 
music, the Sarandeh, the Chanbeh, the Rubab, 
the Dhol, the Sorna (Horn), the Tooleh, and the 
Tambourine are played. In Nangarharmusic , the 
Tooleh (Flute), the Mangi, the Daff, the Dhol, the 
Sarandeh, the Rubab, the Tabla, the Harmonium, 
are used and in Pesheh music the Setar, the Tooleh 
(Flute) , the Mangi, the Dayereh (Tambourine) are 
used. 
 
In Herat music the Setar, the Santoor, the Dotar, 
the Daf and the Zirbaghali, and in Hezarehgi music 
the Danboureh, the Daf, and the Zirbaghali, are 
used. In Uzbek , Turkman, Badakh and Qatghani 
music, the Ghichak, the Danboureh, the Dotar, the 
Zirbaghali, the Daf and the Zang, and the Chang 
are used. In Nuristani music, the Tooleh (Flute), the 
Daf, the Setar, the Sagni, the Waaj and the Dhol are 
used and in Baluchi music the Serooz, the Doonly, 
the Dhol, the Banjo, the Rubab are used and in 
Kandahari music the Harmonium, the Rubab and 
the Tabla are used. (8 page 86).

Mugham music, which is still played in 
Afghanistan’s neighboring countries and has 
been developed significantly, used to be of great 
significance in the palaces of ancient Afghan kings 

and was particularly boosted during the Timurid 
dynasty in Herat, seen as the most flourishing 
phase of this kind of music, which affected music 
styles in different regions from Herat to Samarkand 
and Bokhara, Iran, the Ottoman Empire, as well as 
Arab countries and India. 

After the decadence of the Timurid dynasty, with 
many musicians departing Afghanistan because 
of adverse political and social conditions in the 
country, Mugham music gradually declined in 
Afghanistan. Thereafter, with Mogul Empire coming 
to power, Raag music, (a type of Indian music) 
prevailed in Afghanistan by the passage of time, 
and developed during Amir Shir Ali Khan dynasty 
as Indian musicians travelled to Afghanistan. This 
type of music and the folk music of Afghanistan, 
which is mostly based on minor melodic structures, 
continued to remain side by side ever since, with 
Afghan folk music still keeping its traditional form.
The features of authentic Afghan folk music can 
be best seen in different styles of music including 
the Logari, Badakhshani, Herati, Kandahari, Uzbek, 
Turkmen, Hazareh, Qatghani, Panjshiri, and 
Nuristani styles because each of these styles have 
their own specific features, rhythms, forms and 
songs which have given a sort of uniqueness to the 
folk music of Afghanistan. 
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Conclusion
Regarding the above mentioned issues, it can 
be concluded that ancient Aryans attached high 
significance to music and during ancient times, 
when Vidi lyrics and AvestanGatas (lyrics) were 
composed, the most important junctures in the 
history of Afghanistan’s music emerged. 
Also, it can be concluded that music can serve as a 
great means to maintain and transfer ancient lyrics 
as well as myths and legends from a generation to 
the other. Moreover, diverse eastern and western 
cultures from the Greek culture to Indian, Turkish, 
Persian and Arab cultures have been fostered in the 
heart of this territory. Accordingly, music has played 
the biggest role in maintaining and transferring 
these cultures to the upcoming generations.
 
According to what was mentioned earlier, special 
historical eras can be sorted out as the most 
important times when music progressed both 
in terms of theoretical and practical aspects. 
The Timurid dynasty in Herat can be deemed as 
the most significant era as far as the history of 
Afghanistan’s folk music is concerned. By taking 
a profound look at the music of Afghanistan, we 
can find all the elements of a civilization which is 
still existent among different tribes living in this 
country. 

The songs and musical instruments which are still 
played in the most remote areas of this country 

attest to the authenticity of this civilization. In the 
meantime, diverse styles of Afghanistan’s music, 
reveal the glory of this country’s folk music.
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By: Abdul-Ghafoor Harati

Afghan Classical music weaves 
together the past and present of 
diverse ethnic groups, resulting in an 
exciting expression of emotion across 
the Afghan society. Songs of love, 
longing, and celebration are prevalent 
in societal events, particularly during 
the major rites of passage. Another 
equally important form of cultural 
expression, the Afghan poetry, finds its 
perfect partner in musical form.
Throughout the history, Afghanistan 
has been seated at the crossroads 
of influential cultures and it has 
developed dynamic musical 

traditions. Over the last three decades, 
Afghanistan has been decimated by 
war and cultural desolation. As the 
country attempts to rebuild itself, it 
faces the daunting task of resurrecting 
its rich culture. 
Like other aspects of Afghan cultural 
patterns, folk music and instruments 
contain elements of Central Asia, 
Iran, and the Indo-Pak Subcontinent. 
Many poems, written and un-written, 
have been set to music, but vary with 
region and performer, who improvises, 
adds or subtracts, as the music strikes. 

Folk Musical
Instruments of

Afghanistan
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Dohol 
(A Two-headed Membranophone)

Doholak
(Single-headed Kettle Drum)

The heads are made of goatskin and are retained 
and tightened in a direct manner by means of 
continuous loops of single twisted cord passing 
through both heads at several points on their 
circumferences. The cord passes through the head 
and around a wooden collar which is wrapped in 
the skin. Every two strands of the cord pass through 
a brass ring (movable) which serves to regulate the 
tension of the heads. Dohol is suspended from the 
neck of the musician and played with the hands 
or sticks. Designs are carved in concentric circles. 
Dohol are used primarily by the Pashtun tribesmen. 
Analogs are found in India and Pakistan. 

They are usually made from Jeldis wood and the 
heads are of goatskin. A black circle, approximately 
8 cm. in diameter, is painted in the center of 
each head. The heads are secured by segments 
of twisted cord passing directly through the 
circumference of the skin and meeting at the base 
of the drum. There they pass around a purple, 
cloth-covered ring. The drums are played with 
drumsticks- Chub-i-doholak—which are made from 
walnut wood. 
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Zerbaghali 
(Single-headed Membranophone)

Daira
(Single-headed Membranophone)
(Found throughout Central Asia and Middle East)

Analogs are found among surrounding peoples, 
such as the Darbuka of Turkey and the Dumbak of 
the Persians. The body is made of baked clay and 
has several concentric designs in its surface created 
during the beginning stages of its manufacture 
on the potter’s wheel: The clay is painted yellow 
with designs in silver. The head is of goatskin with 
a black circle, approximately 8 cm. in diameter, 

A translucent skin head is attached to a wooden 
bent rim and the glued bond is covered by a green 
and white woven piece of cloth. The Persians have 
an analogous instrument also called the Daira, 
and the Turkish version is known as the Del. Both 
versions often have brass rings or bells attached to 
the inside of the rim for an added percussive effect. 
It is commonly played in a vertical position with 
the rim resting on the extended palm of one hand 
while it is beaten with the extended fingers of the 
other. Fine shades of tone are produced when it is 
beaten on different places of the head. 

Rabab

Tambur
Metal strings pass over an ivory bridge which rests 
on the wooden face of the resonating chamber 
(made of gourd). This instrument is almost 
identical with the Indian instrument of the same 
name but has gut and nylon frets, tied around the 
hollow wooden neck. It has about 18 strings and 
corresponding tuning pegs on the end of the neck 
and 12 pegs on the side of the neck. The Tarnbur 
may be used as a solo instrument or, as in the case 
of its Indian counterpart, as a drone to accompany 
singers. 

Usually constructed of Tut wood and closely 
resembles the North Indian classical lute. The face 
is made of goatskin and frets are made of gut. The 
wooden body is decorated by means of carving 

painted in its center. A piece of red and white 
woven cloth with a few strands of gold sewn in 
covers the perimeter of the skin. There is also a type 
of “eye” added to the clay body before firing. 
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Dambora 
(Most common stringed instrument in Afghanistan)

Shashtar

Richak 
(Bowed Chordophone)

It has two strings made from one strand of 
nylon doubled over. It is unfretted of two-part 
construction: neck and resonating box. It is made 
of wood with a bone bridge and ivory top nut. 
Tuning pegs are made of wood. Dambora is richly 
engraved on the back of the neck of the resonating 
box and on the fingerboard. There are 8 to 15 
sound holes on the wooden face of the resonating 
box of the Dambora, arranged in triangular groups 
and individually. The bridge is made of ivory. 
Long Darnbora is usually about 99 cm. and small 
Darnbora is about 70 cm. long. 

It is a -10stringed chordophone with 4 plucked and 
fretted strings and 6 sympathetic strings. The 5 tied 
frets are made of gut, bone top nut, and wooden 
bridge. It is richly engraved on the finger-board, 
back of neck and back of resonating box. The head 
of the resonating box is made of skin and it is 
played with plectrum. 

The two strings, cylindrical neck, and carved peg-
head are similar to the Persian equivalent, the 
Kamanche. The resonating box is a round frame 
of hut, covered with goatskin. The neck is made of 
Chenar (plane-tree) wood. It is played in a vertical 
position with an 87 cm. long bow. 

(relief ) and mother of pearl inlays. Tuning pegs 
are made of Tut wood. The top nut and bridge are 
made of ivory. Both are played with a small wooden 
plectrum approximately 3 cm. long. 
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Sarinda (Bowed lute)
It is reputed among the Baluch people of south 
Afghanistan, where it is known as Sarud or Sarang. 
It is also encountered in Pakistan. It is played with a 
finger tension horsehair bow. Its strings are made of 
cat-gut and steel wire of varying thicknesses. Some 
strings are used for melody; others are unstopped 
and produce a drone. The sound is transmitted 
into a resonating chamber by means of a wooden 
bridge and goat-skiffle head at the base of the 
chamber. 

Waj or Wunz

Sarani 
(Bowed Chordophone)

Like the vocal polyphony of the Nuristanis which it 
often accompanies, this unusual instrument is not 
common to Central Asia. It consists of four strings 
of twisted fiber tuned in a tri-tone. It is a cross 
between a harp and a musical bow. The wooden 
figure-eight-shaped resonating chamber is covered 
with a goatskin head which serves to transmit the 
sound from the strings into the chamber. The four 

The resonating box is identical in construction 
to that of the harp. The wood and goatskin head 
are stained dark brown; the holes in the head are 
in single and triangular patterns. The neck and 
peg-head are both extensions of the same pieces 
of wood from which the hollow resonating box is 
carved. The two twisted gut string segments are 
retained at the peg-head by means of two roughly 
hewn friction pegs. 
The strings, which are actually one longer string 
doubled into two segments, pass over a bridge 
1.5 cm. in height. It appears to be a bowed 
chordophone with the center area of the sounding 

twisted gut strings are secured across the span of 
a curved piece of hard, dark, brown wood which 
passes through the center of the head at two 
points and is secured at either end by strips of hide 
lashing. 
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Surnai
Surnai is usually made of dark wood, with a conical 
bore with the bell, painted brown, yellow, and 
orange. There are seven finger-holes on the frontal 
plane and one thumb-hole on the dorsal plane. 
The double reed, which is made from a single stalk 
of natural reed, is attached to the bore by means 
of a brass tube protruding from the bore. This 

Tula 
(Fipple-mouthed Whistle Flute)
The wooden instrument, usually stained dark 
brown color or painted red, green and yellow, has 
six finger-holes on the frontal plane and a single 
thumb-hole on the dorsal plane. 

box, the most likely place for the bow to be 
employed. The strings may then be fretted from 
below by means of the top of the fingernails of the 
left hand, while the instrument is held in a vertical 
position.

instrument is found throughout South Central Asia, 
the Middle East, and Southern Europe. It is known 
as the Shanai in India, Surnai in Afghanistan, Zurna 
in Central Asia and Turkey, and Zurla in Macedonia. 
It is often played in conjunction with another 
Surnai and either with a single-headed drum such 
as the Daira or a double-headed drum such as the 
Dohol. 
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The art of Ashiqs is perhaps the most popular 
form of national and artistic self-expression 
for the fifty million Azeri-speaking people. 
“The Ashiq with the Saz in the hands” - is a figure 
of the consciousness of Azerbaijanis, and is 
connected with the most primordial, essential 
layers of the national folk culture. Through the 
centuries, all the places densely inhabited by 
Azerbaijanis (South Caucasus, Iran, Eastern 
Turkey and Dagestan), had their own Ashiq 
milieus and schools with famous representatives 
and their artistic and performing traditions. The 
art of Ashiqs brings together various historical 
layers and periods of Azerbaijani culture in a 
unique cultural phenomenon in such a way that 
it provides the people with a sense of cultural 
and historical continuity. 
The Ashiq tradition takes its sources in the art 
of the Turkic Ozans who created the prominent 
literary monument - The Book of Dede Gorgud 
1300 Years Ago, and also in ecstatic acts of early 
Sufi dervishes, who were called Haqq Ashiqi 
(Lovers of Truth) in the Turkic world. In the 16th 
– 17th centuries the art of Ashiqs still preserved 

Traditional 
Music & Musical 

Instruments in 

Azerbaijan

some ideological and spiritual mission, although 
by the 19th century it had become purely artistic 
and aesthetic. 
The art of Azerbaijani Ashiqs unites musical 
and poetic art and performing arts. In its 
best manifestations the Ashiq acts as a poet, 
composer, singer and Saz (national musical 
instrument) performer, as an actor-narrator, 
sometimes even as a dancer at the same 
time. Classical heritage of Azerbaijani Ashiqs 
preserved in memory and transmitted from 
teacher to apprentice includes more than 200 
songs, about 150 Dastans (large literary-musical 
compositions), 2000-1500 poems in different 
traditional poetic forms (Goshma, Garayli, 
Tajnis, Divani, Mukhammas etc.). Today the total 
number of Azerbaijani Ashiqs in the world makes 
up to 3000 people. Ashiqs take part in weddings, 
friendly parties, and folk festive events. Since 
20th century they also perform on concert 
stages, on the radio and television. Starting from 
the 16 century Azerbaijani Ashiqs have been the 
bearers and guardians of the national language, 
music and national identity.
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The art of the Ashiqs unites various artistic spheres 
such as poetry and music, professional storytelling, 
artistic skills, dance, as well as vocal and 
instrumental performance skills. Nowadays, as in 
the past, there is a degree of specialization among 
the Ashiqs: some of them became famous as El 
Shairi or Saz Shairi (Folk poets or Saz poets), others 
– Ustad Ashiqlar (i.e. master-Ashiqs) who combine 
poetic and/or composing gifts with the mastery of 
playing the saz. There are also Ashiqs-performers 
who possessing qualified performing skills (singing, 
playing saz, dastan telling, leading the majlises, 
i.e. social or art meetings), are considered to 
be connoisseurs of the word and music. In the 
second half of the 20th century, in connection 
with the development of saz playing techniques 
and with increasing complexity, the playing of this 
instrument formed an independent field of Ashiq 
performance represented now by such brilliant 
musicians as Adalet Nasibov, Azer Maharramov, 
Neymat Qasimli, Fezail Orujov and others.

In the art of Ashiqs various regional musica
l traditions took shape, as can be seen in the 
different manners of performing, the types of 
instrumental accompaniment, the choices of 
repertoire, and in the body motions used in the 
process of performing.  By these and other signs, n
umerous local schools of Azerbaijan Ashiq art can 
be grouped into relatively large regional art milieus 

such as Shirvan (Eastern), Ganjabasar and Borchaly 
(Western) milieus, and also a number of schools in 
Tabriz, Qaradag, Urmiya, Zanjan, and Sava. Despite 
the regional differences all the Azerbaijan Ashiq 
schools form a single art tradition united by a 
common national language, a poetic and musical 
repertoire, and, lastly, by the saz, a permanent 
attribute of the Azerbaijani Ashiqs. In some of the 
regional milieus saz may be accompanied with such 
musical instruments as Balaban, Nagara, Gosha 
Nagara and Gaval. 
The classical heritage of Azerbaijani Ashiqs includes 
more than 200 songs, about 150 Dastans and -1500
2000 poems in different traditional poetic forms 
(Goshma, Garayli, Tajnis, Divani, Mukhammas etc.) 
as well as numerous parables and sketches that 
to this day form the active core in the repertoire 
of the Azerbaijani Ashiqs. This classical repertoire 
is constantly recreated in the art of contemporary 
Ashiqs.
The musical and poetic heritage of the Ashiqs is 
created, preserved and passed on from teacher 
(ustad) to apprentice (shaqird) in oral form. Today, 
it is also transmitted within the state system of 
formal musical education. Unlike folk traditions, this 
heritage is not anonymous. The Golden Pages of 
the poetry in Azerbaijani language were enriched 
by the works of Dirili Gurbani (16th century), Abbas 
Tufarganli (17th century), Khaste Gasim, Sari Ashiq 
(17th18-th centuries), Abdalgulabli Valeh (18th 
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century), Huseyn Shamkirli, Ashiq Alasgar, Huseyn 
Bozalganli and Molla Djuma (19th century), as well 
as by the poetic heritage of other classic Ashiqs. The 
art of the Ashiqs, being constantly interrelated with 
classical written literature and the art of Mugham, 
has always been one of the most important and 
productive sources of enrichment of the national 
culture. 
Art of the Ashiqs has always served to intra- and 
intercultural dialogue between different social and 
national groups of Azerbaijan society, as well as the 
neighbouring countries. The social environment of 
the Ashiq listening audience covers all the layers 
of society. The Kurds, Lezgins, Talishes, Tats and 
other ethnic groups living in Azerbaijan often 
perform the repertoire of the Azerbaijani Ashiqs 
and use their traditional instrument – the saz. 
The poems and songs of the Azerbaijani Ashiqs 
are highly popular in Dagestan, Iran, Georgia and 
Turkmenistan.
The art of the Ashiqs, which has been preserved up 
to the present day, testifies to the fact that it holds 
one of the highest positions in the system of values 
and preferences of the Azerbaijani people. Starting 
from 16th century, the art of Azerbaijani Ashiqs 
has been the bearer and guardian of the national 
language, literature, music and national spirit. 
Mugham is one of the many traditional musical 
compositions from Azerbaijan. It is a highly 
complex art form that weds classical poetry and 
musical improvisation in specific local modes. 

Mugham is a modal system. Unlike Western modes, 
Mugham modes are associated not only with 
scales but with an orally transmitted collection of 
melodies and melodic fragments that performers 
use in the course of improvisation.  Mugham is a 
compound composition of many parts. The choice 
of a particular Mugham and a style of performance 
fit a specific event. The dramatic unfolding in 
performance is typically associated with increasing 
intensity and rising pitches, and a form of poetic-
musical communication between performers and 
initiated listeners. 
Three major schools of Mugham performance 
existed from the late 19th and early 20th centuries 
in the regions of Karabakh, Shirvan, and Baku. 
The town of Shusha of Karabakh was particularly 
renowned for this art. 
A short selection of Azerbaijani Mugham, played 
on the Azerbaijani wind instrument Balaban, was 
included among many cultural achievements 
of humanity on the Voyager Golden Record, 
which was attached to the Voyager spacecraft 
to represent world music. In the course of its 
long history, the people of Azerbaijan have 
retained their ancient musical tradition. The meta-
ethnicity and intricate complexity of this music 
also becomes apparent in the fact that terms such 
as Mugham, Maqam, or Dastgah, omnipresent in 
oriental music, can mean one thing in the Turkish 
tradition, while the same term in the music of 
Uzbekistan takes on quite another meaning, and 
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yet another in the classical Arabian tradition. So, in 
one culture Mugham may be related to a strictly 
fixed melodic type, while in another it is only the 
cadences, the melody endings that are associated 
with it. In a third culture it may only correspond to a 
specific type of tone scales.
In the 16th17-th centuries the art of Mugham was 
passing through the development process as a 
folklore professional music of the palace conditions. 
In this period a Dastgah form starts to develop in 
the structure and forms of Mugham. New colors 
and shades as well as Tasnifs developed in Mugham 
performance. The masters of Mugham of Azerbaijan 
sang gazals written in aruz genre by Fizuli, Habibi 
and Khatai. The music events were held in most 
regions of Azerbaijan in the 19th century and 
Mugam was performed at these events. In the 
19th century famous French scientist Alexandre 
Dumas who attended the ceremony in Shamakhy, 
wrote in his works about his trip saying he was 
greatly impressed by Mugham that sounded there. 
Such events held in Azerbaijan were attended by 
Khanendes from Karabakh, Baku and Tabriz which 
in turn caused the blending of singing traditions of 
different regions.
In the early decades of the 20th century, a member 
of native intelligentisa, Uzeyir Hajibeyov, the author 
of the first national opera Leyli and Majnun, also 
formulated the theoretical basis of Azerbaijani 
Mugham in his work The Principles of Azerbaijani 
Folk Music. Famous Azerbaijani composer Gara 

Garayev and Fikrat Amirov also made a great 
contribution to the development of the art of 
Mugham through creating the Mugham symphony. 
Hajibaba Huseynov was credited as a key 
figure in the popularization of Mugham, and 
developing talented Mugham khanandas such 
as Alim Qasimov, Aghakhan Abdullayev and 
Gadir Rustamov. As of 1985, Agdam Mugham 
School functions in Azerbaijan, which produced the 
Karabakh Nightingales Mugham ensemble.   
Azerbaijan also has a great tradition of composers 
and musicians of western classical music. Uzeyir 
Hajibeyov with his Leyli and Majnun created the 
genre of Mugham-opera. Fikret Amirov (1984-1922) 
was the first composer of symphonic Mughams, 
namely Shur, Kurd Ovshari, and Gulistan Bayati 
Shiraz. Azerbaijani composers created a plethora of 
compositions that fused Mugham and traditional 
European genres among them are Vasif Adigozal’s 
Mugham oratorio Karabakh Shikastasi. Such 
works are obviously very different from traditional 
Mugham formations but in fact incorporate many 
Mugham idioms. On the level of musicians, there 
remains a strict separation between classical and 
traditional music in terms of training. 
According to the New York Times, Mugham is a 
symphonic-length suite, full of contrasting sections: 
unmetered and rhythmic, vocal and instrumental, 
lingering around a single sustained note or taking 
up a refrain that could be a dance tune. 
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Tar
Tar is a long-necked string musical instrument. 
Craftsmanship and performance art of the Tar 
has been practised since Middle Ages, when two, 
three, four, five and six-string types of Tar were 
employed in Azerbaijan. Contemporary Azerbaijani 
practitioners make and perform the Tar introduced 
in early 19th century by an Azerbaijani Tar-
craftsman and performer Mirza Sadig Asad Oglu 
(Sadiqjan) from Shusha (Garabagh). Craftsmanship 
starts with choosing wood material for the 
instrument. Craftsmen usually use mulberry wood 
for body, nut wood for -22fretted neck and top, and 
pear wood for tuning screws. Using various tools, 
crafters create eight-shape main body with hollow 
space inside. The body is then covered with thin ox 
pericardium membrane and the neck is then fixed. 
The Tar-crafting is finalised by adding 11 metal 
strings and inlaying the body with mother-of-pearl. 

Performers play the instrument by holding it 
horizontally and pushing to chest by right hand, 
while keeping a Mizrab (plectrum) between thumb 
and index finger. To add some artistic colouring, 
performers use trill and other plectrum techniques 
and strokes. Tar performance is employed by a 
great number of genres of Azerbaijan traditional 
music, such as Mugham, Tasnif, Deramed, Reng, 
Zerbi, folk songs and dance melodies. Every music 
genre of Tar performance used during a social 
gathering depends on its nature and public. For 
example, Tar in Mughams has been historically 
performed for high society gatherings and had a 
complex system of interconnections within the 
genre, while Tar played at rural weddings (mainly 
solo performances) has the primary function to 
create lively environment by performing folk songs 
and dance music.
In general, there are hundreds of Tar-craftsmen 
and individual performers in the country to whom 
the tar represents an integral part of their identity. 
Craftsmanship and performance of Tar have been 
subject to constant evolution of knowledge to 
achieve perfection. Its practitioners always tried to 
strengthen the position of Tar in national musical 
culture.

Balaban

Boyuk Naghara

Balaban is a wind instrument that is widely used 
in orchestras, ensembles, Ashiq and other folklore 
groups (photo). The name of the instrument 
(sometimes pronounced as Balaman) probably 
originates from the words Bala (small) and Ban 
(cock’s cry). Balaban, which has a soft, melancholic 
sound, is used in ensembles, orchestras and as a 
solo instrument, as well as to accompany groups 
of wind instruments and groups of Ashiqs. Balaban 
is usually hewn out of apricot, walnut, mulberry or 
pear wood. After that, it is soaked in vegetable oils 
and then dried at a particular temperature for a 
long time. Eight apertures are cut on the front side, 
and one is cut on the back. To play the instrument 
the musician opens and closes the apertures with 
the fingers of both hands. A mouthpiece is attached 
at the head of the instrument which is made of 
cane of a specific size that is flattened on one side. 
Because of this, sometimes the instrument is called 
the Yasti Balaban (Flat Balaban). 
With the help of a clamp that is fitted to the 
mouthpiece, the musician can regulate the musical 
tone and pitch of the sound. To produce a tone, 
the player, deeply breathing, directs air into the 
mouthpiece, which is placed between the lips. By 
placing his fingers over the apertures, he achieves 
the desired pitch. The length of the instrument 
is 300-280 mm, and the diameter is 22-20 mm. 
The Balaban’s range goes from the Sol of the 
small octave to the Do of the second octave. The 
diapason can be expanded, depending upon the 
mastery of the performer.

Boyuk Naghara is also called Kos Naghara and 
Wedding Naghara in some regions of Azerbaijan. 
This kind of Naghara is larger in diameter and 
height. The Boyuk Naghara is never used alone, but 
always in combination with the Jura Naghara. Its 
technical capabilities are more limited as compared 
to the other types of Nagharas. The instrument 
is played on both sides with two wooden sticks. 
The large Kos Naghara is not used nowadays, but 
a smaller version is used in ensembles of Zurna 
players. A Naghara of this kind is used only in the 
open air. The body of the instrument is cylindrical 

Musical Instruments 
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Gosha Naghara

Chagane

Gosha Naghara is one of the most widespread folk 
percussion instruments. This instrument is part of 
ensembles and orchestras of national instruments 
and is also used for performing folk music. Gosha 
Naghara has an original timbre and can even be 
used as solo instrument. 
The instrument consists of two small Nagharas 
of differing sizes, joined together. Sometimes it is 
called Gosha Dumbul. A Dumbul is a percussion 
instrument that is much like Naghara. Originally 
Gosha Naghara was made of clay, and then later 
of wood and metal. Camel, goat or calf leather is 
used for the membrane, which is fitted to the body 
using metal screws. The screws are used for tuning 
the instrument as well. While it is being played, the 
instrument is usually placed on the floor or on a 
special platform. Wooden sticks are used to play 
it. The size of Gosha Naghara can vary, but as a 
rule, the two bodies of the instrument are equal in 
height, 330-300 mm. One of them is 280-240 mm in 
diameter, and the other is 140-110 mm. 

Chagane is a four-stringed instrument that was 
used in Azerbaijan until the end of the 19th 
century. The Russian artist G. Gagarin, who visited 
Azerbaijan in the first half of 19th century, depicted 
the Chagane in his work Shamaha Dancers. 
Information about this instrument appears in the 
works of Gatran Tabrizi, Imadaddin Nasimi, Seyid 
Azim Shirvani and many other classical poets. The 
Chagane has a pear-shaped body, a neck and a 
head. This reconstructed instrument was presented 
at a scientific symposium in Edinburgh, Scotland 
in 2000 and made a significant impression on the 
participants at the symposium.
The oblong body of the Chagane consists of nine 
parts. It is assembled from pieces of nut wood, 
sandalwood and beech. The body and neck of the 
instrument are connected with a long iron probe 
that goes from the bottom part of the body and 
plays the role of a core. The face of the body is 
covered with a -5mm-thick sounding board made 
of pine. Resonator apertures are bored through this 
board. During the performance, the instrument is 
held in a vertical position, and the probe rests on 
the floor. The sound is produced with a bow that 
is held in the right hand. The total length of the 

and made of firm wood. The skin is stretched over 
the two sides of the body. Its diameter is 450-400 
mm, and its height is 550-500 mm.
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instrument is 820 mm. The body is 420 mm long, 
220 mm wide and 140 mm tall. Its range goes from 
the Fa Sharp of the great octave to the Fa Sharp of 
the second octave.

Chang

Dumbak

Chang is shaped much like a harp, with an arched 
form. The Chang’s roots date back to antiquity, and 
it was widespread during the Middle Ages. The 
earliest kinds of Chang were found in Egyptian and 
Mesopotamian civilizations. The gentle, melodious 
sound of Chang beautified aristocratic majlises.
Archeological excavations near the city of Barda, 
one of the ancient cultural centers of Azerbaijan, 
turned up fragments of a clay dish from the 3rd- 4th 
centuries B.C with an image of a woman playing the 
Chang. In medieval Azerbaijan, Chang had 24-18 
strings. A lot of information about Chang can be 
found in the works of Azerbaijani classical poets, 
other written sources and medieval miniature 
paintings. This instrument, which was played 
mainly by women, was described in Nizami’s “Seven 
Beauties”:

Taking the Chang in her hands, that beautiful angel
Told us about the torments she had suffered.
The Chang’s voice spread all over the place,
Its groaning drove all the lovers mad. 

The etymology of the word Chang may be 

Another ancient percussion instrument is Dumbak 
that was widespread in Azerbaijan. This instrument 
is more typical for the southern areas of Azerbaijan 
and was very popular during the Middle Ages. 
Although it was forgotten in the early 20th century, 
it has recently returned to the national musical 
culture of Azerbaijan. Dumbak which has the 
shape of a goblet was originally made of burnt 
clay; later it was made of wood and iron. Today, its 
body is usually made of walnut and apricot wood. 
Calf or goat leather is stretched over the body. The 
strap that ties around the body is placed on the 
performer’s left shoulder, and the performer plays 
the instrument with the fingers of both hands. The 

connected to the words “to hold” or “to seize”. The 
Chang’s body takes the shape of an arch. Fish skin 
is pulled over the open part of the face, and the 
oblong neck is attached to the bottom part of the 
body. The pegs are fastened to this part. The strings 
are fastened on one end by metal loops that are 
attached to the skin part of the body; on the other 
end, they are wound up on wooden pegs.
The reconstructed Chang has 30 silk and gut 
strings. The total height of the instrument is 930 
mm, the height of the body is 850 mm, and the 
length of the neck is 665 mm. The chromatic scale 
of the Chang consists of 30 steps; the instrument 
ranges from the Sol of the small octave to the Ti of 
the second octave. 
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Kamancha
Kamancha is played with a bow. It is widespread 
amongst Eastern and Central Asian peoples under 
a variety of names. In Azerbaijan, Kamancha 
reached a high level of development starting from 
the second half of the 19th century. This is closely 
connected with the development of the khanande 
art. 
Earlier Kamanchas were made of pumpkin and 
the wood of nutmeg and decorated with ivory. 
The one-stringed and two-stringed versions of 
Kamancha are thought to be the descendants of 
Gopuz played with a bow. Kamancha is described 
in the works of medieval classical poets. Mir Seyid 
Ali, representative of the 16th-century school of 
painting, depicted Barbat, Daf and Kamancha in 
his work called A Musical Gathering. Abdulgadir 
Maraghayi mentioned Kamancha in his works. E. 
Kaempfer, a German traveler who visited Azerbaijan 
in the 17th century, noted that Kamancha had three 
or four strings and a fine timbre. Nizami Ganjavi 
described it in his Khosrov and Shirin:

The Kaman is moaning like Moses 
And is listening to the singer while he is singing.
The singer started a beautiful gazal
And praised this feast. 

height of the instrument is 400-350 mm, and the 
diameter is 280 mm. It has a peculiar low timbre 
and produces various rhythms and tones. 

In the 20th century, there were three-stringed, 
four-stringed and even five-stringed Kamanchas. 
There is a 19th-century five-stringed Kamancha 
preserved in the ethnography fund of the 
Azerbaijan History Museum. The Kamancha that 
belonged to Zulfugar Hajibeyov, a well-known 
Azerbaijani composer, is also exhibited in this 
Museum. The body and the neck of this three-
stringed Kamancha are tastefully decorated with 
mother-of-pearl. The body of the instrument is 
horizontally cut in the middle and covered with 
leather.
Kamancha consists of a head and neck and a spit 
that passes through the head and connects the 
two parts. The body, head and pegs are hewed out 
of a nut tree with the help of a special device. The 
open front part of the instrument is covered with 
sturgeon skin. The sound quality of the instrument 
depends on the distance between the neck and 
strings. The total length of the instrument is 700 
mm. The body is 175 mm tall and 195 mm wide. 
The Kamancha’s range is from the La of the small 
octave to the La of the third octave. The scores for 
the instrument are written in the Sol clef (Treble 
clef or G clef ) and the instrument is played one 
tone higher. 
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Ganun
Ganun is a string instrument that belongs to the 
group of horizontally laying instruments. It has 
been widespread in the Middle East, including 
Azerbaijan, for centuries. Information on Ganun 
can be found in the works of Nizami Ganjavi, 
Mahammad Fuzuli and other Azerbaijani classical 
poets. One very skillful player on Ganun and Chang 
was Mahsati Ganjavi, a 12th-century poetess who 
had deep knowledge about Oriental musical 
science. The Ganun, which was played mainly by 
women, is described in Fuzuli’s “Haft Jam”:

One night they had majlis and entertainment,
Sadness and melancholy were forgotten,
Songs imperial sounded and the maiden of 
paradise
Charmed everyone’s hearing with the Ganun, 
pleasing hearts. 

Ganun was also depicted in miniatures. This 
instrument has reached the present form through 
a long process of evolution. Uzeyir Hajibeyov noted 
that in the past, Ganun was considered to be the 
perfect instrument: “Like playing the piano, which 
is very important for every contemporary musician, 
playing the Ganun was a must for musicians in the 

past, who had to be able to play it in addition to 
their main instruments.” 
Ganun is a flat wooden box of trapezoidal form. 
The bottom and lateral sides are made of birch, nut 
or another firm wood. Three-fourths of the upper 
part of the instrument is covered with a four-mm-
thick board made of pine. The other part of the 
instrument is covered with fish skin. There are 
three resonators on the wooden part. On the skin 
part, there is a wooden bridge that stretches along 
the entire width of the instrument. The strings are 
attached at one end to special apertures on the 
instrument’s body, pass over the wooden bridge 
and are fixed to the other end with pegs. Under 
the strings near the pegs are the Lings (iron levers), 
which make the strings rise and fall, changing 
the pitch of the sound within a tone or semitone. 
The 24 lines of threefold strings are fastened to 
Ganun. Thus, the total number of strings is 72. 
These strings used to be made of silk and gut. Now, 
Kapron strings are used.
The instrument is placed on the knees and played 
with the ring fingers of both hands, using iron 
thimbles under which are laid ebonite pluckers. 
Ganun is tuned using an iron key shaped like a 
quadrangular. Ganun is 900-800 mm long, 400-380 
mm wide, and 50-40 mm thick. The diatonic scale 
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Gaval
Gaval belongs to the group of unilateral percussion 
instruments. There is a lot of information about 
this instrument found in the works of medieval 
poets. The images of Gavals are presented in 
ancient miniatures, showing that this instrument 
was widespread in Azerbaijan during the Middle 
Ages. Most likely, it is the only instrument that has 
preserved its original shape and it has never been 
neglected. Gaval was mainly used in palace musical 
majlises during the Middle Ages.
There are varying sizes of Gavals found in Eastern 
countries and Central Asia. Even though Gaval is 
considered to be a membranophone instrument, 
it has some of the features of an idiophone 
instrument. Metal rings, or sometimes a set of four 
small jingles, hang from the body, producing a 
unique sound when the instrument is shaken. Gaval 
was included as a lead instrument in the Traditional 
Instruments Orchestra founded by Azerbaijani 
composer Uzeyir Hajibeyov, who also wrote the 
first musical scores for this instrument. Nowadays, 
Gaval plays a significant role in ensembles and 

orchestras composed of traditional instruments. 
This instrument has wide performance capabilities 
because it is possible for it to produce trills, 
tremolos, mordents and other musical features. 
Gaval is always part of a Mugham trio (musical 
group consisting of a singer, Tar player and 
Kamancha player) that performs genres and forms 
of traditional Azerbaijani music such as Rangs, 
Derameds, Tasnifs and Zarbi-Mughams. The Gaval’s 
cylindrical frame is 75-60 mm tall, and its diameter 
is 450-340 mm. It is made of walnut wood, with 
70-60 small copper rings fitted to the inner side of 
its frame along the perimeter. Sturgeon skin that 
has been tanned in a special way is stretched over 
the round frame. The thinness and transparency 
of the fish skin makes the sound of the instrument 
especially pleasant. 

of the instrument ranges from the Sol of the great 
octave to the Ti Flat of the second octave. 
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Ney

Rubab

Ney is one of the most ancient musical instruments. 
Various types of Neys were widespread among the 
peoples of the Middle East and other countries. 
There were several types of Neys in Azerbaijan. 
Fuzuli described the Ney’s sound as plaintive:

Because of love, I always moan like a ney
I won’t stop moaning even
If I am cut into pieces like a ney.

The great scientist and musicologist Abdulgadir 
Maraghayi (14th15-th centuries) wrote in his work 
Magasid al-Alhan about two types of Ney—Agh 
Ney (white Ney) and Gara Ney (black Ney), which 
were widespread in those times. The fine-timbered 
Ney used to be a wonderful part of Azerbaijani 
music but was absolutely forgotten by the 
beginning of the 20th century. Only in recent years 
has it been returned to the national music again. 
The Agh Ney was made of cane. Its length is 550 
mm, and its diameter is 25-20 mm. There are five 
apertures on the upper part of the instrument 
and one aperture on the bottom part. To play the 
Agh Ney, the performer holds the thin brass pipe 
at the head of the instrument between the front 
upper and lower teeth. He blows into the pipe and 

Rubab is a plucked string instrument that is played 
with a plectrum. It was widely used during the 
Middle Ages in Azerbaijan. Rubab was very popular 
among the peoples of Central Asia under the 
names Kashghar Rubab and Tajik Rubab. Rubab 
was very popular in Shirvan musical gatherings 
(majlises). 
Beginning in the 18th century, Rubab was used 
less in Azerbaijan, and is no longer used today. This 
instrument, which played a significant role in the 

produces a sound with the help of the tongue and 
lips, simultaneously opening and closing apertures 
with the fingers of both hands, thus producing 
a chromatic scale. Mughams, songs and other 
musical compositions can be played on Ney. The 
Ney’s range goes from the Do of the first octave to 
the Sol sharp of the second octave.
Modern Neys are played by blowing with the lips 
into an aperture, which is placed approximately 
50 mm lower than the head of the instrument. 
The most contemporary kind of Ney is played in 
orchestras under the name of the flute. Currently, 
the modern flute is identified under its historical 
name “Ney” among a number of Eastern peoples. 
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Rud
Rud is another ancient musical instrument that was 
mentioned in the works of Azerbaijani medieval 
classical poets. In his Iskandarname, Nizami 
described it in the following way: 

Singer, help me, play on the Rud,
Wake me up from a ruthless dream.
Maybe the sound of the Rud, rippling as the brook
Will extinguish the thirst of my flaring soul.
 
It was considered as mainly a palace musical 
instrument and was used in Azerbaijan up until 

history of Azerbaijan’s musical culture, has recently 
been restored and returned to our culture.
The body of Rubab is made of mulberry wood, 
walnut and beech, and the neck is made of 
nut wood. Fish skin or film from a bull’s heart is 
stretched over the face of the body. Two pairs 
of strings and one individual string are made by 
twisting silk or gut, which is then fastened to the 
instrument. There are 18 frets on the neck of the 
instrument. The total length of Rubab is 910 mm. 
The body is 210 mm wide and 80 mm tall. Its range 
goes from the Si of the great octave to the Mi of the 
second octave.

the 16th17-th centuries. Researchers have found 
out that the first samples of Rud were made of 
pumpkin, and that the strings were made of silk 
and animal gut. 
Its structure differs from that of other string 
instruments. Fish skin is pulled over half of the 
body’s surface, and the other part is made of 
pine. Primarily, the instrument was played with 
the fingers; later it was played with the help of a 
plectrum made of soft material. Rud’s body is made 
of mulberry wood and apricot wood, the neck and 
head are made of nut wood, and the pegs are made 
of pear wood. A total of 12 frets are fastened to the 
instrument’s fret-board. The timbre of its sound is 
low. The total length of the instrument is 860 mm. 
The length of the body is 495 mm, the width is 
335 mm and the height is 170 mm. The length of 
the neck is 285 mm. The scale of Rud ranges from 
the Mi of the great octave to the Si of the second 
octave.
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Saz
Saz is a string instrument that is played with 
a plectrum. It is an integral part of the Ashiq 
art, rooted in the tradition of the great Ozans. 
Moreover, Saz is one of the symbols of the Turkic 
world and Turkic spirituality.
The syncretic art of Ashiqs, which combines 
playing an instrument, reciting poetry, singing, 
telling epics as well as acting and dancing is, along 
with Mugham art, is connected with the most 
ancient layers of Azerbaijan’s national culture. The 
predecessor of today’s Ashiq was considered to 
be very creative and was known among ancient 
Turkic peoples as Shaman, Oyun, Bakhshi, Yanshag. 
Varsag, and Ozan.
Just as the Ozan’s art has been passed down 
throughout thousands of years of evolution to the 
art of the Ashiqs, Gopuz has developed to become 
the Ashiq saz. The modern Azerbaijani Saz is 
considered to be the perfect descendant of Gopuz. 
The modern Azerbaijani Saz differs from the Saz 
that is widespread among other Turkic peoples in 
terms of its technical performance and acoustic 
features, with considerable advantages. The body 
of Saz is made of specific kinds of mulberry wood. 
The neck is made of nut wood. The trunk of the 
body is assembled from wooden pieces in an odd 

number (usually nine). These lags are assembled on 
a small part called the Kup or Kyup, which connects 
the body with the neck. The neck is attached to 
the kup. The top of the body is covered with a 
thin wooden sounding board, and 17-16 frets are 
fastened to the instrument’s finger-board. 
Tavar Saz or Ana Saz has nine, sometimes eight 
strings. The smaller Orta or Goltug Saz has six, 
sometimes seven strings. The Jura Saz, which is the 
smallest, has four to six strings. In former times, the 
strings were made of high-quality steel that had 
been dipped in a silver solution; such strings never 
rusted and broke only in very rare cases.
In an orchestra of national instruments, Saz is used 
as a solo instrument. Usually, the Goltug or Jura 
Saz is used for this purpose. The sound of Saz is 
produced with the help of a plectrum, made as a 
rule from cherry bark. Quite often the neck and 
lateral parts of the instrument are decorated with 
mother-of-pearl. 
The basic Tavar Saz has a total length of 1,200 mm. 
The depth of the body is 200 mm. The Tavar Saz’s 
range goes from the Do of the first octave to the 
Sol of the second octave.
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Santur
Santur belongs to the family of instruments named 
Yatyg Sazlar that is horizontally laying instruments. 
The Ganun and Nuzha are two other instruments 
of this type. The main difference between Santur 
and these instruments is in the way the sound is 
produced. Santur is played with light hammers; 
hence, it is also considered a string percussion 
instrument. However, Ganun and Nuzha are played 
with the plectrum, so they are plucked (pizzicato) 
instruments. 
Other versions of horizontally laying musical 
instruments are widespread in Eastern and Western 
countries. The most ancient and simple versions 
are still found among the people of Tuva and 
Hakassia. Russians call the instruments of this type 
Gusli, Belorussians and Moldovans, Tsimbaly; the 
Chuvash, Kjesli; Tatars, Gusli; Estonians, Kannel; 
Georgians, Santuri; and Uzbeks, Chang. The 
Ottoman Turks use two kinds of Santur: Alafrang 
and Turkish Santur which are very similar in terms 
of structure, performance, scale and other features. 
Santur looks like a trapezoidal wooden box. The 
instrument consists of a frame, a top board and a 

bottom board. The total length of a Santur with 12 
bridges is 892 mm, the width is 315 mm, and the 
height is 69 mm. The instrument has a total of 96 
metal strings. Four strings of the same tuning pass 
through each bridge. All of the wooden parts of the 
instrument are made of nut wood, and the pegs 
and strings-holder are made of metal. The bottom 
sounding board is -7mm-thick board, and the top 
board is -5 mm-thick. Players identify a Sol, La or Ti 
Santur depending on the tuning of the instrument.
Santur is not considered to be a transposing 
instrument. The range of the instrument with nine 
bridges goes from the Mi of the small octave to the 
Re of the first octave. Santur with 12 bridges ranges 
from the Mi of the great octave to the La Sharp of 
second octave. 
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Persian 
Classical Music

By: Dr. Sassan Fatemi

Persian classical music belongs to the family 
of Persian-Arabic-Turkic musical system 
encompassing an extensive area from the Arab 
country of Morocco in east to the most western 
parts of China, with diverse styles of classical 
music such as the Moroccan Nuba, the Syrian-
Egyptian Wasla, the Tajik-Uzbek Shahmaqom and 
the Uighur twelve muqam called Onkimuqam.
In early days of Islam, all parts of this far-reaching 
Islamic territory relished a more or less similar 
musical system, the principals of which were 
drafted in various books and treaties authored by 
the masters of the art since a thousand year ago. 
Due to several reasons, this unified musical 
culture (except the Ottoman Istanbul) started to 
decline since around the 16th and 17th centuries. 
After the 19th century, several Islamic regions 
experienced a renaissance in the area of music 
that totally broke up this unified tradition to 
several minor ones (Fatemi, 39-13 :2014).
Despite some alterations, all these freshly born 
styles of music were bound together by a strong, 
common origin which was the same old tradition 

and culture. Thus, a single Persian-Arabic-Turkic 
music system emerged.
Prior to the advent of Islam, the Persian music 
flourished significantly, especially during the 
Sassanid reign (Mash’houn, 53-29 :1994). The 
court musicians such as Baarbad, Nakeesa, 
Ramteen and others, whose names were 
also mentioned in the Post-Islamic Persian 
literature, were very popular (ibid, 70-55). But 
unfortunately, no valid record exists on the style 
of music popular throughout this span of time.
After the advent of Islam, the Persian musicians 
and musicologists overwhelmingly dominated 
the musical life of the Eastern Islamic Empire. 
Many musicians of the beginning of the Islamic 
era were Persian in origin and the influence of 
Persian musicians, especially Nasheed Farsi, who 
had a strong influence over the then Arab society 
of the time, is undeniable (Shiloah, 45 ,43 :1995). 
During the reign of Abbasids, the Iranians still 
had a fair share in the formation of the musical 
systems of the Islamic world. The rule of Timurid 
dynasty was one of the golden eras of Persian-
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-Arabic-Turkic music which thrived significantly 
across the Persian territories (As’adi, 2014). The 
great Persian musician and musicologist, Abdol 
Ghader Maraghi, lived during this time. After the 
Timurids, their musical tradition was passed to the 
Ottoman kingdom and established the foundations 
of the Ottoman music.
Just like other parts of the Islamic world, the 
Persian-Arabic-Turkic music of Iran, after an 
extensive period of decline which commenced 
during the Mid-Safavids period until the beginning 
of Qajar reign, witnessed a renaissance during the 
reign of Naser al-din Shah of Qajar and emerged as 
an independent, Persian genre. This time, known 
as ‘Naseri Period’, is considered as another golden 
age of Persian classical music, stabilizing the 
foundations of the contemporary music of Iran.
Naser al-din Shah was a great patron of music. The 
great master artists were always welcomed both by 
the court and other noble Qajars. The music thrived 
and developed and was ever practiced in his court; 
thus sometimes encouraging the nobles and the 
court people to play music for themselves. This is a 
fine indication of the extensive support rendered 
by the elites and cultured strata of the society for 
music and musicians during this period (Fatemi, 
2014). 
One of the most important music professionals 
who then lived during this Naseri Period was 
Farahani family whose repertoire or Radif forms 
one of the most important founding stones of the 
classical Persian music.

Radif

Dastgah & Avaz

Gusheh

Radif is the model repertoire of Persian classical 
music in which the modal, rhythmic, and melodic 
potentialities of this music type has been 
anticipated. As a matter of fact, the repertoire, 
while being extremely flexible, is used as a model 
for improvisation and composition. Radif includes 
all modes of the Persian music and groups them in 
larger units called Dastgah and Avaz (Farehat, :2001 
45; Talaee, 16-12 :1993).
The most important Radifs, comprising the basics 
of the classical music lessons, include the Radifs 
of Mirza Abdollah (During, 1991; Talaee, 1997) 

Radifs are made of smaller parts called Dastgah and 
Avaz. In fact, as previously stated, different, diverse 
modes Persian music are classified into Dastgahs. 
Therefore, Dastgah or Avaz is a suite comprised 
of relatively short parts, each set of which are in 
specific modes and follow a certain order. Every 
Dastgah or Avaz has a main mode called Mother 
Mode. The name of the Dastgah or Avaz is taken 
from this Mother Mode (i.e. Mahur is the name of 
the main mode of Mahur Dastgah) and the suite 
begins with it.
Persian classical music has seven Dastgah (Shur, 
Nava, Segah, Chargah, Homayun, Mahur, Rast 
Panjgah) and five Avaz (Abuata, Bayat-e Turk, Dashti 
and Afshari, related to Shur and Esfahan, related to 
Homayun) (Kiani, 37-25 :1989; Farehat, -53 :2001
172; Talaee, 55-42 :1993).

Each Dastgah and Avaz is composed of a succession 
of melodic segments of various lengths called 
Gusheh. Some Gushehs are rhythmic while others 
are free meter. Moreover, some of them are 
only rhythmically important; they could adjust 
themselves with any mode and appear in almost 
every Dastgah and Avaz. But other, modally 
important ones compose different modes of a single 
Dastgah or Avaz (Alizadeh, et al, 39 :2009).
With these definitions at hand, now Radif could be 
defined as a modal repertory of different Gushehs 
(around 250 to 300 ones) classified into seven 
Dastgah and five Avaz (During 123 :1984).
However, we can say that “Persian classical music 
is like a tree deeply rooted in its ancient musical 
system. Radifs make the tree bough with seven 
Persian music Dastgahs making its branches”. These 
seven branches are then divided into five smaller 
ones i.e. five Avaz of Persian classical music (ibid, 42). 

Principals of Persian Music

and Agha Hosseingholi (Vahdani, 1997), while 
the Radifs of Abdollah Davami (Payvar, 1996) and 
Mahmood Karimi (1985) are the main Radifs of 
Avaz (vocal). There are other Radifs such as those 
of Morteza Neydavoud, Dore-Ye-Ali of Shahnazi, 
Yousef Foroutan, and Saeed Hormozi. Today most 
Radifs, specially the reference ones, have turned 
into musical notes.
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Improvisation
Pishdaramad

Charmezrab

Persian traditional music relies on improvisation, 
the most part of which is organized in free meter. 
Commonly, this genre is called Avaz (not to be 
confused with vocal ‘Avaz’), where the player 
or vocalist demonstrates his/her utmost artistic 
capabilities. A fine musician is expected to have 
superb command over Dastgah and Avaz and to be 
capable of improvising in a single Dastgah or Avaz 
for quite a time. 
A good improvisation needs good skills on 
instrumental techniques or singing and complete 
knowledge of Dastagah and Avaz, melody and 
rhythm structure of their Gusheh and their 
arrangement order (Caron et Safvate128-127 :1966). 
A specific yet very sophisticated type of 
improvisation, where a modulation happens from 
one Dastgah to another, is called Morakab-Navazi 
(combination playing) and requires a high level of 
mastery. 
Musicians or vocalists can, along with their free 
meter improvisation, perform some parts in 
fixed meter. In this case, the performers may use 
Charmezrab (see below) or untitled percussive 
parts. On the other hand, the vocalists could 
perform a kind of improvised, fixed meter Avaz, 
called Zarbi in which, an improvised, rhythmic 
and syllabic melody is played for an existing piece 
of poetry. Moreover, both could use percussive 

Persian Music Genres parts of radif and develop them. Other music 
genres of Persian Music are all rhythmic and often 
instrumental.

Pishdaramad is a late Qajar era genre. It is a 
measured instrumental piece with slow tempo 
serving as an introduction to a performance. In the 
composition of this genre, the musicians try to use 
all Gushehs of a Dastgah or Avaz modal. In other 
words, they move around all modes of the Dastgah 
or Avaz (ibid, 149-146). This is the only genre which 
is lacking in radif. Esfahan Pishdaramad composed 
by Morteza Neydavoud is one of the most famous 
Pishdaramads.

It is a genre with a rather fast tempo that 
demonstrates the dexterity of the performer 
in percussive music. It is characterized by a 
fundamental motif, recurrently manifesting itself 
uninterrupted by melodic figures of music (ibid: 
153-151; Khazraee, 2004). Charmezrabs could be 
composed both for a single musical instrument or 
an ensemble but a musician could also improvise a 
Charmezrab. Some Charmezrabs exist within Radif. 
Mahur Charmezrab, composed by Darvish Khan, is 
one of the well-known Charmezrabs. 
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Reng

Tasnif

Reng is a measured instrumental piece with a 
very lively tempo often meant to be danced with. 
Except being suitable for dancing, this genre has 
no other characteristic. Most Rengs are composed 
on 8/6 meter time frame but other light meters are 
also capable of Reng composition. Radif Rengs are 
relatively heavier with less dancing characteristics. 
Some musicians such as Ali Akbar Shahnazi have 
composed various Rengs (Khazraee, 2014).

Tasnif is the only fix-metered, composed, no-
improvisatory vocal piece with verses composed on 
diverse themes from love stories to socio-political 
concepts. It has no outstanding characteristic 
expect that it is relatively short and light. 
In the past, it was usually composed whether by the 
musician himself or the contemporary poets. But 
today, the classic poetry is mostly used to compose 
it. Tasnif is the most important and most popular 
type of Persian music genre (compared to other 
instrumental genres) and has gone through various 
phases of evolution within the past hundred years. 
The oldest, most renowned Tasnif composers were 
Sheyda and Aref (Fatemi, 17-13 :2013).
Traditionally, all these genres have been performed 
in a compound form also called Dastgah. The 
arrangement of this form, which is comparable to 
other similar compound forms of the same groups 

of music, such as the Morocco’s Nuba, Syrian-
Egyptian Wasla and the Ottoman Fasil, is as follows: 

1) Pishdaramad, 
2) Charmezrab, 
3) Avaz (improvisation or vocalization), 
4) Reng. 

Sometimes, the prelude to Dastgah is performed 
between Pishdaramad and Charmezrab. Today, 
the musicians do not follow this compound form 
but rather decide on the arrangement of the 
performance themselves. In this arrangement, 
Pishdaramad is still the prelude to the performance 
and typically, a Tasnif is performed at the end. 
Between the two, improvisation and rhythmic 
composition are performed alternatively and the 
number of Tasnifs performed within a concert may 
reach three to four.
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Tar

Historically, a wide range of musical instruments 
have been used across Iran, a lengthy list of which 
could be found in ancient books authored in the 
field. However, some modern instruments, without 
any historic background, are used today as well. 
Although wind instruments and percussions are 
found among the Persian classical instruments, 
but most of the instruments that belong to 
this category are of Chordophones. The main 
instruments include Tar, Setar, Kamancheh, Santur, 
Ney and Tombak. Oud, which used to be of high 
importance in the past, was totally forgotten 
during the Naseri and renaissance period of Persian 
classical music. 
Today, some enthusiasts of the instrument have 
started to revive it once again but still, it is not 
considered as one of the main instruments of 
Persian music. The same could be said about Qanun 
which, although less than Oud, is used in Persian 
ensembles.

Tar is a plucked stringed instrument belonging to 
the family of long-necked lutes. It is carved from 
a block of mulberry wood and has a deep, curved 
body with two bulges shaped like a figure 8. The 

Musical Instruments sound box is covered with a thin membrane of 
lambskin, stretched as its sound board.
It has three double courses of metal strings. The 
fingerboard has twenty-five to twenty-eight, cat 
gut or nylon, adjustable frets which could be 
adjusted for different modes. Since the bridge is 
located on the lambskin membrane, the tuning 
of the instrument is very prone to climate and 
temperature change as they may cause the skin to 
shrink or expand and thus, change the tuning. The 
strings are plucked with a brass plectrum coated on 
one side in wax and ash (Masoudieh, -190 :2010
191; During 58-47 ,1984).
Tar is the most important Persian musical 
instrument and just like piano in the western music, 
it is the best instrument for the explanation of the 
basic theories of musical intervals and modes. 
The most important modes with constitute the 
basics of Persian music lessons, i.e. Mirza Abdollah 
and Agha Hosseingholi Radifs, were originally 
meant for Tar. This instrument was also the main 
one played by the Farahani family. The playing 
technique has improved during the last few 
decades and today, competent virtuosos perform 
with Tar.
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Setar

Kamancheh

Santur

Just like Tar, Setar also belongs to the family of 
long-necked lutes with a membrane and a halved 
pear sound box both carved out of mulberry wood. 
Setar is literally translated as ‘three strings’; 
however, in its present form, it has four strings. 
Its fingerboard has twenty-five or twenty-six 
adjustable gut or nylon frets and is played with the 
nail of the index finger of the right hand instead of 
using a plectrum. 
Like Tar, this instrument is a good choice for 
teaching the basics of Persian music. During the 
Qajar era, Setar was almost ignored completely, but 
today, it has regained popularity and has nurtured 
skillful performers (Caron et Safvate 168-166 :1966; 
During 46-39 :1984).

Belonging to the family of spike fiddles, Kamancheh 
is a bowed string instrument with a sound box 
carved out of mulberry wood and a thin sheepskin 
membrane. It has four metal strings and a fretless 
fingerboard. It is held vertically on its downward 
protruding spike and is played with a bow. 
The bow’s hair traction is not fixed but could be 
adjusted by the performer. Moreover, for changing 
the string on which the bow should move, the bow 
is not moved but the instrument turns around the 

bow, just opposite to violin. 
During Qajar era, dexterous performers of this 
instrument existed but later this instrument didn’t 
receive much attention. Today, Kamancheh is much 
more received by the musicians and its playing 
technique has improved significantly (Masoudieh, 
211-209 :2010; During 81-75 :1984). 

Santur is a struck box zither in the form of a 
shallow, regular trapezoidal box and a sound box 
made of walnut wood. It has seventy-two, steel 
strings, arranged on adjustable tuning pegs in 
eighteen quadruple sets. Each group of four strings 
is supported by a small, movable, wooden bridge 
(totally 18 bridges).
It is played using two thin, spoon-shaped wooden 
hammers or mallets, the end of which is covered 
with felt in some styles to create a softer sound. 
Just opposite to Qanun, the tuning could not be 
adjusted while performing with Santur. Therefore, 
using this instrument poses some restrictions for 
the performers specially those who do Morakab-
Navazi. 
Just like Tar, the Santur has always cherished the 
enthusiasm of the musicians during different 
historical eras and has nurtured outstanding 
virtuosos (During 66-59 :1984; Caron et Safvate 
173-171 :1966).  
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Ney Tombak
Belonging to the end-blown flutes family made of 
reed, Ney seems to be a very simple instrument; 
however, offering a wide range of possibilities that 
only the professionals could use it.
The body of Ney consists of a piece of hollow reed 
with five finger holes on the front and one thumb 
hole at the back. The Pitch differs, depending on 
the region of the hole, blowing angle and the finger 
arrangement. A highly skilled Ney player can play 
every Persian music note. 
The instrument has a low, middle and a high 
register, which, unlike the symphony orchestra’s 
flute, could be very strong. 
Although in other musical cultures of the same 
family, i.e. Turkic and Arabic, Ney is held diagonally 
so that the breath could act upon the instrument’s 
body to create vibration, in Iran, Ney is held 
completely vertically. In this technique, which 
is unique all over Persian-Arabic-Turkic regions, 
the upper part of Ney is held interdentally by the 
performer and he uses the back of the upper, front 
teeth to produce a stream of air directed by the 
tongue toward the opening of the instrument. 
The upper end is covered by a short brass cylinder, 
which is anchored in the tiny space between the 
upper incisive of the player and could be adjusted 
to change the tuning.
The initial attempt to revive Ney, which was 
ignored for quite a time, was made during Qajar 
era when this instrument was equally received like 
other instruments and has nurtured dexterous 
performers ever since (During 73-67 :1984; Caron et 
Safvate 178-176 :1966).

Tombak is percussion instrument of the goblet-
shaped drums, whose membrane is glued to the 
wooden body. In order to produce different sound 
Rengs on this instrument, three different parts of 
the goatskin membrane is used. 
If Tombak’s membrane is divided into three 
concentric circles, the central circle produces 
high pitch, the middle one is used to produce low 
pitches and the side circle for even lower ones. All 
the ten fingers of the two hands are used to play 
Tombak.
During the Qajar era, Tombak replaced Dayereh and 
Daf, which were considered the main percussion 
instruments within Persian classical music. 
The performing technique and the role of this 
instrument in the Persian classical music have gone 
through different phases of development. The most 
important of such developments occurred during 
the Pahalvids’ reign when performing techniques 
improved and the current role of Tombak was 
consolidated within Persian music (Caron et Safvate 
180-178 :1966).

Except the Qajari style which was prevalent 
during the reign of Qajar kings, Persian classical 
music has developed different other styles since 
then, for example a specific genre called Radio 
Music or Middle Style which relatively gained the 
traditional music a popular appeal. Hassan Kasa’ee, 
Farhang Shareef and Jaleel Shahnaz are the key 
representatives of this genre. 
Bazgasht is another genre which, next to the 
Middle Style, revived the Qajari style on one 
hand and resulted in the emergence of several 
personal styles on the other. Prolific musicians of 
the genre were Mohammad Reza Lotfi, Dariush 
Talaee, Hossein Alizadeh, Majid Kiani and Parveez 
Meshkatian.

Persian-English Translationi: Parisa Firouzkouhi
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The traditional music of Iran is a 
message, a call from the artist’s 
innermost consciousness. Deeply 
intertwined with Iran’s age-old history 
and culture, it is an expression of 
the joys, loves, sorrows, efforts and 
struggles, all the many victories 
and defeats that the peoples of 
Western Asia have experienced over 
the millennia. It is something of a 
miracle that these people have kept 

Persian 
Traditional Music

Compiled by: Omid Shiva

Senior Expert, Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts & 

Tourism, I.R. Iran

their music intact despite numerous 
murderous foreign invasions - in fact, 
imposing their own art, lifestyle and 
generous view of the world on their 
invaders. 
Persian traditional music or Persian/
Iranian classical music is the 
traditional and indigenous music of 
Iran and Persian-speaking countries, 
the science and art of music, the 
sound and performance of music.
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Origins The Arrival of Islam 

The 13th Century - Theory and Synthesis

The Mongol Invasion

The Safavid Period

Archeological evidence reveals musical instruments 
that were used in Iran during the Elamite era 
around 800BCE. Not much is known about Persian 
music in the ancient world, especially about the 
music of the Achaemenid Empire. Alexander the 
Great is said to have witnessed many melodies and 
instruments upon his invasion, and music played 
an important role in religious affairs. Music played 
an important role in the courts of Sassanid kings 
in the much later Sassanid Empire. Of this period, 
we know the names of various court musicians 
like Barbad and the types of various instruments 
that were used like Harps, Lutes, Flutes, Bagpipes 
and others. Under Sassanid rule, modal music 
was developed by a highly significant court 
musician, Barbad, called the Khosravani. While 
today’s classical music tradition in Iran bears the 
same names of some of the modes of that era it is 
impossible to know if they sound the same because 
there is no evidence of musical notation from the 
Sassanid period. Today’s traditional Persian music 
began to develop after the advent of Islam in Iran, 
in the Medieval era and the creation of today’s 
formal, classical music tradition is directly linked to 
the music systems of the Safavid Dynasty. Under 
the later Qajar Dynasty, the classical system was 
restructured into its present form.
Under the Achaemenids (320-550 BCE), music 
served an important function in worship as well as 
in courtly entertainment. Bas-reliefs from the period 
clearly depict groups of singers and players of 
trigonal harps accompanied by large tambourines 
as well as long necked lutes and double-flutes. 
The first written evidence of Persian music is from 
the Sassanid Period (643-226 CE). Khosrau II was a 
great patron of music, and his most famous court 
musician, Barbad, was said to have developed a 
musical system with seven modal structures known 
as the Royal Modes, thirty derivative modes, and 
365 melodies, associated with the days of the week, 
month and year. 

With the advent of Islam in the 7th century A.D., 
Persian music, as well as other Persian cultural 
elements, became a formative element in what has 
since become Islamic civilization. Persian musicians 
and musicologists overwhelmingly dominated the 
musical life of the Eastern Islamic Empire. Farabi 
(d. 950), Ibn Sina (d. 1037), Razi (d. 1209), Ormavi 
(d. 1294), Zalzal (d.791), Ziryab, and Maraqhe-e (d. 
1432) are a few of the many outstanding Persian 
musical scholars of the early Islamic period. 

In the 13th century, Persian music theory became 
largely standardized into what became as the 
Systematist. The pioneer of this school was Safi Al 
Din Ormavi who provided a theoretical synthesis of 
the many systems of intervals and scales proposed 
before his time. He divided the octave into 
seventeen notes, giving each note a name. Various 
juxtapositions of these notes formed the basis of 
twenty named modes or maqamat, which to this 
day provide the theoretical basis for all different 
kinds of Middle Eastern music.

The Mongol invasion of Persia (from 1220), 
drastically changed the socio-political environment 
of the region. During this period, Shiite theology 
became established, and Sufism became Erfan 
(Gnosis) and penetrated deep into Persian lyrical 
poetry. The musical style of the western Iran 
gradually adopted the structure and emotional 
language of ghazal (a form of Persian poetry) and 
poetry became the main source of avaz (vocal 
section). During the 16th to 17th centuries, Persian 
music began to follow its own course and diverged 
from that of its Arabic, Turkish, and Tajik neighbors.

With the rise of the Safavid dynasty at the end of 
the 15th century, and the increasing influence 
of Shiism, music in Persia declined. The court 
still patronized musicians, but their art became 
subject to the authority of Shiite clerics. Musical 
performance was given over to illiterate ‘labourers 
of pleasure’. The brilliance of the Persian tradition 
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Revival and Western Influence

Aspects 

The 19th century Qajar King Nasser al-Din Shah 
was a great patron of music. He sponsored many 
great musicians, among them Mirza Abdollah 
Farahani who collated and organised the traditions 
of Persian music to form the basis of contemporary 
Persian traditional music known as Radif. In 1862, 
a process of Westernization began when, Nasser 
al-Din Shah ordered the establishment of a military 
band, such as he had seen in Europe playing 
Overtures, Marches, Polka, and Waltzes. 
In the late 1930s, a small symphony orchestra was 
founded. Iranian composers began to study abroad, 
and to compose in nationalist and modernist styles. 
By the 1970s, the Tehran Symphony Orchestra 
consisted of 100 players, and newly built concert 
halls were hosting international artists and music 
departments were instituted in universities. 
Pop, rock, jazz and Latin American music gained 
popularity and television introduced Western music 
to the people. 
Records and radio, and exposure to Western light 
music stimulated Persian music in its popular form. 
The traditional Tasnif was reinterpreted in popular 
ballads, composed in Persian modes, but following 
the structure of Western songs. Often, the harmonic 
underlay was a mixture of traditional and Western 
instruments. In this form, it was commonly known 
as Tarane - a 4-3 minute long song which was 
suited to the 78 rpm record. Traditional dastgah 
performances were similarly reduced in length, 
fewer modes were used in performance, and many 
were eliminated. 

Iranian classical music relies on improvisation and 
composition and is based on a series of modal 
scales and tunes which must be memorized. 
Apprentices and masters have a traditional 
relationship which has declined during the 20th 
century as music education moved to universities 
and conservatories. The repertoire consists of more 

passed to India, where the ruling Moguls were 
Turco-Mongols, deeply influenced by Persian court 
culture. In Iran, musical traditions were kept alive by 
Sufis and performers of Taziye (Shiite passion plays). 

than two hundred short melodic movements called 
Gusheh, which are classified into seven Dastgāh 
or Modes. Two of these modes have secondary 
modes branching from them called Āvāz. Each 
gusheh and dastgah has an individual name. This 
whole body is called the Radif of which there 
are several versions, each in accordance to the 
teachings of a particular master or ostad. A typical 
performance consists of the following elements 
Pīshdarāmad(a rhythmic prelude which sets the 
mood), Darāmad (rhythmic free motif ), Āvāz 
(improvised rhythmic-free singing), Tasnīf (rhythmic 
accompanied by singing an ode), Chahārmeżrāb 
(rhythmic music but rhythmic-free or no singing), 
and Reng (closing rhythmic composition, a 
dance tune). A performance forms a sort of suite. 
Unconventionally, these parts may be varied or 
omitted. 
Towards the end of the Safavid Empire (1736-1502), 
more complex movements in 14 ,10, and 16 beats 
stopped being performed. In fact, in the early 
stages of the Qajar Dynasty, the Usūl(rhythmic 
cycles) were replaced by a meter based on the 
ghazal and the Maqām system of classification was 
reconstructed into the Radif system which is used 
to this day. 
Today, rhythmic pieces are performed in beats of 
2 to 7 with some exceptions. Rengs are always in 
a 8/6 time frame. Many melodies and modes are 
related to the maqāmāt of the Turkish classical 
repertoire and Arabic music belonging to various 
Arab countries, for example Iraq. This similarity is 
because of the exchange of musical science that 
took place in the early Islamic world between 
Persia and her neighboring countries. During the 
meeting of The Inter-governmental Committee for 
the Safeguarding of the Intangible Heritage of the 
United Nations, held between 28 September – 2 
October 2009 in Abu Dhabi, radifs were officially 
registered on the UNESCO List of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage of Humanity. 
The classical music is vocal based. The vocalist 
plays a crucial role: she or he decides what mood 
to express and which dastgah relates to that mood. 
In many cases, the vocalist is also responsible for 
choosing the poems to be sung. If the performance 
requires a singer, the singer is accompanied by 
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at least one wind or string instrument, and at 
least one type of percussion. There could be an 
ensemble of instruments, though the primary 
vocalist must maintain hers or his role. In some 
tasnif songs, the musicians may accompany 
the singer by singing along several verses. 
Traditionally, music is performed while seated on 
finely decorated cushions and rugs. Candles are 
sometimes lit. The group of musicians and the 
vocalist decide on which dastgahs and which of 
their gushehs to perform, depending on the mood 
of a certain time or situation.
Iranian classical music continues to function as a 
spiritual tool as it has throughout its history, and 
much less of a recreational activity. Compositions 
can vary immensely from start to finish, usually 
alternating between low, contemplative pieces 
and athletic displays of musicianship called Tahrir. 
The incorporation of religious texts as lyrics were 
replaced by lyrics largely written by medieval Sufi 
poets, especially Hafez and Jalal-e Din Rumi.

Iranian Traditional Music 
Instruments
Daf

Dotar

Daf is one of the most ancient frame drums in Asia 
and North Africa. As a Persian instrument, in 20th 
century, it is considered as a Sufi instrument to be 
played in Khanghahs for Zikr music but now this 
percussion instrument has become very popular 
and it has been integrated into Persian art music 
successfully.

Dotar (literally in Persian meaning “two strings”) 
comes from a family of long-necked lutes and can 
be found throughout Central Asia, the Middle East, 
and as far as the North East of China too. 
In Iran, Dotar is played mainly in the north and the 
east of Khorasan as well as among the Turkmen 
of Gorgan and Gonbad. The instrument remains 
the same but its dimensions and the number of its 
ligatures vary slightly from region to region. Two 
types of wood are used in the fabrication of Dotar. 
The pear-shaped body is carved out of a single 
block of mulberry wood. Its neck is made of either 
the wood of the apricot or the walnut tree. It has 
two steel strings, which in the past were made of 
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Kamanche
Santur

Ney

silk or animal entrails. Dotar is tuned in fourth or 
fifth intervals. 

Kamanche is a bowed spike fiddle. The instrument 
has four metal strings, and the body consists of a 
wooden hemisphere covered with thin sheepskin 
membrane. Oddly, the instrument’s bridge runs 
diagonally across this membrane. The instrument 
is highly ornate and is about the size of a viola. 
The tuning varies depending upon the region of 
the country where it is being played. In Tehran, 
Kamanche is tuned in the same manner as a violin: 
G, D, A, E. It is suspected that the fourth string was 
added in the early 20th century as the result of the 
introduction of western violin to Iran. Kamancheh 
has been painted in Persian antique paintings.

Santur is a struck zither in the form of a shallow, 
regular trapezoidal box. There are several sound 
posts inside the box, and two small rosettes on the 
top panel which help to amplify the sound. Santur 
has 72 strings, arranged in groups of four, i.e. each 
of four closely spaced strings are tuned to the same 
pitch. Each group of four strings is supported by 
a small movable wooden bridge; the bridges are 
positioned to give the instrument a range of three 
octaves. 
Santur can be made from various kinds of wood 
(walnut, rosewood, betel palm, etc.) depending 
on the desired sound quality. The front and the 
back of the instrument are connected by sound 
posts whose positions play an important role in the 
sound quality of the instrument. Although Santur 
is very old, it was neither depicted in miniatures, 
nor presented in any other medium until the 19th 
century. The secret of making the trapezoid-shape 
sound box lies in the quality and age of the wood, 
as well as in the arrangement of the sound posts 
which connect the table of the instrument to its 
back. Santur is played in India, Iraq, Egypt and some 
other countries.

Ney that is the Persian knotgrass reed, has five 
finger holes in front and one thumbhole in the 
back. Ney has a range of two and a half octaves. 
The upper end is covered by a short brass cylinder, 
which is anchored in the tiny space between the 
upper incisive of the player. Sound is produced 
when a stream of air is directed by the tongue 
toward the opening of the instrument. In this way, 
sound is produced behind the upper teeth, inside 

the mouth, which gives Ney a distinct timbre than 
that of the sound produced by the lips on the 
outside of the mouth.
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Setar Tar
The ancestry of Setar can be traced to the ancient 
tanbur of pre-Islamic Persia. It is made from thin 
mulberry wood and its fingerboard has twenty-
five or twenty-six adjustable gut frets. Setar is 
literally translated as “three strings’’; however, in its 
present form, it has four strings and it is suspected 
that Setar initially had only three strings. Because 
of its delicacy and intimate sonority, Setar is the 
preferred instrument of Sufi mystics.
Two of the strings are made of steel, two are of 
brass, and they are tuned to c, c semi-sharp, g, and c 
semi-sharp, respectively. The average Setar is 85cm 
long, 20cm wide, and has a 15cm deep gourd, and 
is made entirely of wood. Unlike the tar, the player 
plucks the strings with the nail of the index finger, 
instead of using a plectrum. It is believed that Setar 
is the ancestor of the Indian Sitar.

Tar is a plucked stringed instrument (a long-necked 
lute) that is played in Iran (Persia), Caucasian 
countries (like Azerbaijan, Armenia and so on) 
and central Asia (like Tajikistan). It exists in two 
forms now, the Persian (that is named Tar-e-
Shiraaz or Irani) and Caucasian (that is named 
Tar-e-Ghafghaaz). The Persian Tar is carved from 
a block of mulberry wood and has a deep, curved 
body with two bulges shaped like a figure 8. The 
upper surface is shaped like two hearts of different 
sizes, joined at the points. The sound box consists 
of two parts. The small part is called Naghaareh 
and the large part is called Kaasseh (that means 
bowl or sound box). The sound box is covered 
with lambskin. On the lower skin, a horn bridge 
supports six metal strings in three courses. The 
long fingerboard has twenty-two to twenty-eight 
movable gut frets. The strings are plucked with a 
brass plectrum coated on one side in wax. Its range 
is about two and a half octaves. The tunings of 
the strings are changed according to the dastgah 
that is being played, and the twenty six frets are 
movable. Finally, the strings are plucked with a 
plectrum. 
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Barbat (Ud, Oud)

Ghanoon

Tonbak
Barbat, known as Oud in Iran, is a short-necked 
fretless lute with five double-courses of strings and 
traditionally played with an eagle’s quill. Barbat is 
the ancestor of the European lute, and functions 
as a bass instrument. Barbat is the ancestor of the 
Chinese pipa too. The pipa brought to Japan and 
was named Biwa.

Ghanoon is the Persian zither. It is a flat trapezoidal 
wooden box, with twenty-four strings in triple 
fastened at its rectangular side on one end and to 
pegs on the oblique side on the other. The player 
to make slight changes in pitch manipulates small 
levels lying below each course of strings. The 
strings are plucked with two horn plectra, one on 
each index finger.

The most popular percussion instrument in Persian 
music today is a goblet drum known as Tonbak. 
Tonbak is a large wooden instrument with a 
goatskin head. Unlike other goblet drums, it has a 
much more squared-off shape and produces lower-
pitched and softer tones due to its size and skin 
being put on with less tension. Other names for 
this drum are Donbak, Tombak, Dombak, Tompak 
and Zarb. Maybe the name Zarb has its origins in 
the Arabic word Darb, meaning to strike. The other 
names have a more interesting origin. The two main 
strokes played on this drum are known as Ton, for 
a bass tone played in the center of the drum head, 
and Bak, for a treble tone played on or near the rim. 
Combining the terms results in the name Ton-Bak. It 
is highly likely that the American name Dumbek is 
derived from one of the Persian names.
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The modern state of Kazakhstan is home to the 
Kazakh State Kurmangazy Orchestra of Folk 
Instruments, the Kazakh State Philharmonic 
Orchestra, the Kazakh National Opera 
and the Kazakh State Chamber Orchestra. 
The folk instrument orchestra was named 
after Kurmangazy Sagyrbayuly, a famous 
composer and Dombra player from the 19th 
century.
When referring to traditional Kazakh music, 
authentic folklore must be separated from 
“folklorism”. The latter denotes music executed 
by academically trained performers who aim 
at preserving the traditional music for coming 
generations. As far as can be reconstructed, the 

music of Kazakhstan from the period before a 
strong Russian influence consists of following 
genres:
* Instrumental music, with the pieces Küy being 
performed by soloists. Text is often seen in the 
background (program) for the music, as a lot of 
Küy titles refer to stories.
* Vocal music, either as part of a ceremony such 
as a wedding (mainly performed by women), 
or as part of a feast. Here we might divide into 
subgenres: epic singing, containing not only 
historical facts, but as well the tribe’s genealogy, 
love songs, didactic verses; and as a special 
form the composition of two or more singers in 
public (Aitys), of dialogue character and usually 
unexpectedly frankly in content.

Traditional 
Music & Musical 

Instruments 
The Republic of Kazakhstan

By: Assel Battalova

Senior Expert of the Ministry of Culture & Sport 
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The Russian influence on the music life in 
Kazakhstan can be seen in two spheres: First, the 
introduction of musical academic institutions 
such as concert houses with opera stages, 
conservatories, where the European music was 
performed and taught, second, by trying to 
incorporate Kazakh traditional music into these 
academic structures. Controlled by the Russian 
Empire and then the Soviet Union, Kazakhstan’s 
folk and classical traditions became connected with 
ethnic Russian music and Western European music. 
Prior to the 20th century, Kazakh folk music was 
collected and studied by ethnographic research 
teams including composers, music critics and 
musicologists. In the first part of the 19th century, 
Kazakh music was transcribed in linear notation. 
Some composers of this era set Kazakh folk songs 
to Russian-style European classical music.
The Kazakhs themselves, however, did not write 
their own music in notation until 1931. Later, as 
part of the Soviet Union, Kazakh folk culture was 
encouraged in a sanitized manner designed to 
avoid political and social unrest. The result was a 
bland derivative of real Kazakh folk music. In 1920, 
Aleksandr Zatayevich, a Russian official, created 
major works of art music with melodies and other 
elements of Kazakh folk music. Beginning in 1928 
and accelerating in the 1930s, he also adapted 
traditional Kazakh instruments for use in Russian-
style ensembles, such as by increasing the number 
of frets and strings. Soon, these styles of modern 
orchestral playing became the only way for 
musicians to officially play; Kazakh folk was turned 
into patriotic, professional and socialist endeavors.
The current situation could be described as the 
effort to rediscover the traditional music as it had 
been practiced before the heavy influence of 
European musical styles. Although the quality of 
the performances and the striving for authenticity 
cannot be ignored, it is for methodological reasons 
important to remember that the contemporary 
musicians performing among traditional folk 
music are all well trained professionals (Rauchan 
Orazbaeva, Ramazan Stamgazi).
Another very challenging aspect arises from the 
young composers generation, and the rock and 
jazz musicians, as they aim to incorporate their 

traditional heritage into the music they learned 
from the western cultures, thus forming a new 
stage of “ethnic contemporary classics”, respectively 
ethnic rock or jazz music that sounds distinctly 
Kazakh. For the classical sector outstanding: Aqtoty 
Raimkulova, for jazz: “Magic of Nomads”, Rock: 
Roksonaki, Urker, Ulytau, Aldaspan.

Musical Institutions

Musical Traditional Instruments

The Musical-Dramatic Training College, founded in 
1931, was the first institute of higher education for 
music. Two years later, the Orchestra of Kazakh Folk 
Musical Instruments was formed. The Foundation 
Asyl Mura is archiving and publishing historical 
recordings of Geat samples of Kazakh music both 
traditional and classical. The leading Conservatoire 
is in Almaty, the Qurmanghazy Conservatoire. It 
currently competes with the national conservatoire 
in Astana, Kazakhstan`s capital.

The most popular traditional instruments are string 
instruments. First of them is the Dombra, the most 
popular and the oldest Kazakh music instrument. 
Some argue that nomads have used similar two-
string instruments more than two thousand 
years ago. The Dombra is a long-necked lute 
with two strings tuned in the interval of a fourth 
or sometimes a fifth. The strings are plucked or 
strummed by the right hand without a plectrum.
The other instrument playing an important role is 
Qobyz, which is a bowed instrument held between 
the legs. It is made of carved wood for the body, 
animal skin for the resonator, and horse hair for 
the strings, and the bow. The Qobyz is said to have 
been invented by the legendary Shaman Qorqyt, 
long before the medieval ages. The Zhetigen 
(Seven strings) could be seen as a member of the 
cither family, finding equivalents in China, with the 
strings being divided each in two parts of different 
lengths, the bridge being movable and consisting 
of small bone. There is also a plucked Lute called 
Sherter.
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Dombra

Dombra, Ensemble and Epic

Varieties

There are three famous individual instruments: 
* Dombra
* Kobyz
* Jew’s Harp (Temir Komuz)

Dombra is a long-necked Lute and a musical string 
instrument. The instrument shares some of its 
characteristics with the Komuz and Dutar.

The Kazakh poet Abay Qunanbayuli is often shown 
holding a Dombra at rest and many hold it in 
high regard as a symbol of nationalism among 
the post-Soviet nations of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States. Dombra is played by Erzhan 
Alimbetov in the Ulytau band.
From the 12th to the 18th century, Dombra 
was used by Bashkir Sasans to accompany their 
poetic legends and Kubairs. It is mentioned in 
the epic poem Zayatulyak and Hiuhiliu. However, 
by the beginning of the 20th century, Dombra 

The instrument differs slightly in different regions. 
The Kazakh Dombra has frets and is played by 
strumming with the hand or plucking each string 
individually, with an occasional tap on the main 
surface of the instrument. While the strings are 
traditionally made of sinew, modern Dombras 
are usually produced using nylon strings. One of 
the greatest Dombra players was the Kazakh folk 
musician and composer Kurmangazy, who had 
a great influence on the development of Kazakh 
musical culture, including music for the Dombra; his 
musical composition Adai is popular in Kazakhstan 
and abroad. In 2012 the Elektrodomra was created. 
The Turkestani and Badakhshani Dombras 
are fretless with a body and neck carved from a 
single block of wood, usually mulberry or apricot. 
The Dombra is played with much banging and 

scratching on the instrument to help give a 
percussive sound. The two strings are made 
of nylon (in modern times) or gut. They cross 
a short bridge to a pin at the other end of the 
body. There is a tiny sound hole in the back of the 
instrument, while the top is thick wood. It is not 
finished with any varnish, filing/sanding of any 
kind, and as with all other Afghan instruments there 
is some decoration. 
The Dombra is the equivalent instrument of the 
Volga Tatars and Bashkirs. A performer strikes all the 
strings at the same time. The upper string performs 
the bourdon tone and the lower string performs 
the melody. A Dombra is used as a solo as well as an 
ensemble instrument.

Dombra InstrumentKobyz Instrument
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The Art of Dombra Kuy
The art of Dombra Kuy refers to a short solo 
composition performed on Dombra. The music 
aims to connect people to their historic roots 
and traditions through classical and improvised 
pieces that engage the audience at a spiritual 
and emotional level. Public engagement in the 
performance serves as one of the most important 
means of social communication between people 
and contributes to the transfer of knowledge 
and skills related to Kazakh culture. The music 
is usually accompanied by narrated stories and 

was forgotten. The Sasans were often the main 
ideologists of ethnic insurrections. So when the 
Russian administration put down an uprising, they 
punished the Sasans and destroyed their Dombras. 
In the second half of the 20th century, several 
reconstructions were carried out. At present, the 
revivalist work continues. Among others, performer 
V. Shugayupov works on the revival of the Dombra. 
The modern wooden Dombra has a pear-shaped or 
an oval form. 
Dombra is popular particularly among the Hazara 
people. Safdar Tawakoli and Rajab Ali Haidari are 
notable Afghan Dombra players.

legends. It is traditionally performed at social 
gatherings, holidays and festive celebrations, amid 
a rich variety of food and musical entertainment. 
It serves as a vital social and cultural experience, 
strengthening people’s identity and promoting 
solidarity and mutual understanding in society. 
Aspiring and talented musicians are apprenticed 
to masters from the moment a child demonstrates 
an interest in the philosophy and virtuosity of 
traditional music and performance. Amateur 
musicians then apprentice themselves to other 
more experienced and talented performers from 
their region to increase their skills and repertoire.

*The Article is the courtesy of the Embassy of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan in Tehran.

Famous Kazakh dombra players and their instruments
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The Music of 
Kyrgyz Republic

In general, Kyrgyz folk instrumental music, as 
well as vocal one, is divided into two branches. 
The first is the folk music itself, or so called 
mass instrumental folklore. The second branch 
is the professional instrumental music of oral 
tradition. This dividing is conditional, but has 
a real foundation, as in Kyrgyz instrumental 
music along with mass folklore creative works, 
which decorate everyday life, there are a lot of 
highly artistic classical examples, created by 
outstanding professionals as concert genres.
Performing arsenal of Kyrgyz people can 
be divided into instruments that have an 
artistic function, applied and ritual purposes 
that combine both of functions. At the same 
time the borders between groups are very 
conventional. Already in ancient time some wind 
and percussion instruments have enlarge their 

functions from signal to artistic. Nowadays the 
instruments of applied and ritual type either 
vanished along with previous mode of life, or 
used in concert practice, for example, Bell - 
Konguro or ceremonial “musical staff”-Asa-Musa. 
Childish “musical toys” (Chopo Cho’or) became 
solo and ensemble instruments.
All Kyrgyz musical instruments are classified into 
4 main groups:
1- Stringed instruments - the source of sound is 
the tense string.
2- Wind instruments - the source of the sound is 
the column of air in the instrument.
3- Percussive instruments - the source of the 
sound is the tensed membrane.
4- Self - sounding instruments - the source of the 
sound is the instrument body.
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Traditional stringed instruments of Kyrgyz people 
are Komuz and Kyl-Ky’yak. The difference between 
them is in the way of deriving the sound. Komuz is 
the pinch instrument, while Kyl-Ky’yak is the bow 
instrument. Playing Komuz, musician pinch or strike 
the strings forcing them to vibrate, playing Kyl-
Ky’yak, musicians use a bow.
Komuz - is most popular stringed instrument. In 
south regions of Kyrgyzstan it is called Chertmek 
from the word Chert- snap, tap. According to the 
legend, Komuz was first made by the ancient 
hunter Kambar, he also became first Komuzchu-the 
person who plays Komuz.
Komuz - has three strings, while the other Central 
Asian instruments of the same type have only 
two strings. Komyzchu - the performer holds the 
instrument in horizontal position and plays usually 
sitting, rarely standing.
Traditional Komuz has pear-shaped form and is 
made of the entire piece of wood, often it is apricot 
wood, but sometimes nut or red tree wood. On the 
head there are three wooden chopping to hold 
the ends of the strings, the other ends are tied to 
leather tailpiece. On the sounding board of Komuz 
there is a resonator aperture, behind it, closer to 
tailpiece, there is a wooden string stand. Until 
the 20th century the strings were made of sheep 
intestine, later it became possible to use factory 
made strings.
The size of Komuz depends on local traditions and 
individual methodic of the maker, but generally the 
length of the body is 90-85 cm, the width of the 
body is 20 cm, the length of the neck is 35 cm, the 
width 5 cm, and the length of the head 15 cm.
Kyl-Ky’yak – the traditional stringed bow 
instrument is made of apricot or nut wood. It 
has two strings and a bow. Kyl-Ky’yak has scoop-
shaped form and short slightly curved neck. On 
the oval head there are two wooden chopping. The 
upper part of the body is open, while the lower 
part is covered by camel leather. The length of 
the instrument is 70-60 cm., and the width of the 
body is 20-16 cm. Strings are made of horse hair 
which are strengthen to leather tailpiece and then 
over the wooden string stand tied to chopping. 
The arch-shaped bow is made of mountain plant 

Spiraea.
Arsenal of performing receptions of Ky’yakchy- 
the performers, is not that rich as with Komuzchy. 
Ky’yakchy holds the instrument in vertical position, 
keeping the lower part of the body on the knee and 
plays sitting. The bow holds from below unscrew 
the right hand palm up. At the time of playing, the 
little finger slightly stretches the strings on bow. 
Fingers of the left hand do not press the strings but 
touch it as if extracting flageolets. Timbre of Kyl-
Ky’yak is a soft and little bit hard of hearing

Being the most ancient instruments, wind 
instruments – including Cho’or, Chopo Cho’or, 
Sybyzgy, Surnai, Kernei, have played an important 
role in the lives of Kyrgyz people. At first, they 
used to serve as signal functions (calling up the 
people for some public actions or cattle moving 
to the pastures) and then artistic and aesthetic 
(rest, entertainment) functions. Long time ago the 
instruments of this group were included in war 
ensembles for the period of hostilities. In great epic 
of Kyrgyz people Manas, are mentioned performers 
on wind instruments, whose performance made a 
great emotional impression on audience. If most of 
the instruments were used for some celebrations 
or court life (Surnai, Kernei) then wind instruments 
were an integral part of democratic environment.
Cho’or is Kyrgyz traditional longitudinal earphone, 
which is considered to be one of the oldest musical 
instruments. Performers on Cho’or are called 
Cho’orchu. Cho’or was widely spread on the south 
of Kyrgyzstan as a pastoral instrument, while in the 
north it was not so popular.
Chopo Cho’or is the family of Kyrgyz folk wind 
instruments which is made of clay. It was widely 
spread in the south agricultural regions of 
Kyrgyzstan and had different names like Chopo 
Cho’or and Ylai Cho’or. Folk Chopo Cho’or is simple 
in performance practice. Timbre is bewitching, soft 
and deep. Obviously that is why Chopo Cho’or can 
either be the musical toy for children or serious 
musical instrument in folk ensemble.
Sybyzgy is produced from different materials: wood 
of mulberry, apricot, barberry, reed or cooper. 
Wooden instruments were secured with several 

Stringed Instruments

Wind Instruments
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Percussive Instruments
Kyrgyz folk percussive instruments create not 
numerous groups. There are only three membrane 
phones: Dobulbash (in the north of Kyrgyzstan - 
Dobulbas), Do’ol and Karsyldak. These instruments 
are carriers of rhythm, one of the strongest means 
of artistic influence on man and animals.  In musical 
practice of the 20th century, Kyrgyz percussive 
instruments were not used, and existed as museum 
exhibits.
Dobulbash  is a one-sided framed drum, covered 
with camel leather. The height of the body is 
60-50 cm. and the membrane diameter is 30-25 
cm. The frame is made of juniper wood, while the 
membrane is made of camel leather. The sounds are 
extracted blowing the membrane with the handle 
of whip or palm. Today the musicians use the drum 
sticks with soft tips. The sound of Dobulbash is 
strong, clear and long if the membrane is thick, and 
can be served as war or sacral signal.
Do’ol is a small wooden or metallic 
membranephone. There are two kinds of Do’ol: 
traditional Do’ol and reconstructed Do’ol. The first 
represents helmet-shaped drum with squeezed 
membrane. The membrane is made of camel or 
ox leather and has a diameter of 30 cm, and the 
height of the body is 20 cm. Strong and low sound 

metal rings. Sybyzgy has whistling, much clear 
and various, unlike the Cho’or, timbre and octave 
range of sounding in high Tessuture. One of the 
regional names of Sybyzgy is Jenai (meaning made 
of cooper).
Surnai represents trumpet with double cane, conic 
canal, playing apertures and faucet. The length of 
the instrument is 65-40 cm, mouthpiece is 4 cm, 
and faucet is 6-5 cm in diameter. Surnai is made 
of apricot, mulberry wood or cooper. Cane itself 
represents flattened stalk. In the past Surnai was 
used as the signal instrument, with the help of 
which the people were called up for the meetings 
or some ceremonies. Sometimes Surnai was used in 
war instrumental ensembles. 
Kernei is a wind musical instrument, which as 
well as Surnai was not modernized for ensembles 
or orchestras and exist in traditional form. This is 
especially signal or ceremonial instrument with 
powerful sound of piercing timbre. There are two 
kinds of Kernei: Muiuz Kernei (made of horn of 
mountain goat), and Jez Kernei (made of cooper or 
brass). Both of them are very different instruments, 
but they are combined by lack of playing apertures.
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Self - Sounding Instruments
As known, self-sounding instruments (idiophones) 
are the instruments in which the source of 
oscillation is the body or its part, but not strings, 
membrane or air pressure. Such instruments in 
Kyrgyz musical culture are of several kinds of 
tambourines, bells and the other instruments 
making cracking sounds such as Temir O’oz Komuz, 
Temir Komuz, Djigach O’oz Komuz, Djylaajyn 
, Konguro’o , Shaldyrak , Asa-Tayak , Dilderek , 
Zu’uldak. 
This group of instruments, more than others, 

is extracted with a help of wooden stick called 
Tokmok or Tayak which thickens on the tip. The 
leather bands on both sides of the instrument allow 
fixing it to the saddle in front of the rider-performer. 
Do’ol was used on the national holidays and at the 
time of hunting. It was also very popular among 
Shamans - ancient wizards- for ousting evil spirits.
Karsyldak is a pair of wooden spoon-shaped slightly 
open boxes fastened below the handles. The 
width of the single spoon is 10 cm and the length 
is 20 cm. The spoons are not exactly similar, and 
having different sizes- they give clicking sounds of 
different pitch.

presents the natural beginning. Before the human 
life depended on the surrounding environment 
such musical instruments were used not only 
as the sources of music, but also as amulets, 
periapts, attributes of ammunition, equipment, 
and costumes. By the same reasons they were 
attributed some magic features. The instruments 
also were widely used in customs and traditions.
 Kyrgyz national musical tooling varies by 
constructive features and by artistic abilities. 
Scientists distinguish four types of the instruments 
having originality of social, esthetic and practice 
functions. It is significant that in modern folk 
instrumental practice goes visible process of 
developing musical instruments on the one hand, 
by the way of keeping main principles of national 
traditions, and on the another hand by the way of 
refreshing constructions of musical instruments 
and its expressiveness.

* Source: The State Agency of Tourism, Kyrgyz Republic
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Pakistan enjoys a very rich tradition of music in 
subcontinent. With all its diversity in the fields 
of classical, film, folk, pop and the devotional or 
Sufi music, it has always been proud of having 
big names associated with it, be it vocal or 
instrument.
Broadly speaking, Pakistan’s traditional music 
can be discussed with reference to three genres 
namely classical music, devotional or Sufi music 
and the folk music.
At the time of Independence from British rule 
in 1947, most of the Muslims artistes residing in 
different parts of northern India migrated to the 
new country and chose to live in either Lahore 
or Karachi for the congenial atmosphere these 
cities offered for flourishing of fine arts, especially 
music. With Lahore already famous as the cultural 
capital of subcontinent, it was welcoming to note 
that musicians belonging to different schools or 
Gharanas of sub-continental music contributed 
immensely to the musical scene of the country. 

Pakistan’s 
Traditional Music 

and Musical 
Instruments

By: Dr. Muhammad Athar Masood

Pertinent it would be to mention that the 
musical tradition of not only Pakistan but also 
of the whole of northern part of subcontinent 
is the one that started emerging as a result 
of cultural interaction between Perso-Turk 
Muslim population with local inhabitants of 
subcontinent  almost one thousand years ago. 
With the arrival of Muslims in subcontinent 
and fusion of “foreign” culture with the ages 
old local one, there appeared many changes 
on the cultural scene of the region. Music, the 
finest of all fine arts, was no exception. Thus, 
owing to the new ideas that came forth as a 
result of interaction between local and foreign 
population, Dhrupad, the genre that had been 
in vogue since many centuries, underwent some 
changes giving birth to a new genre called 
Khayal. Essentially a word of Persian language, 
meaning an “idea” or “imagination”, it is more free 
and flexible than its predecessor Dhrupad and 
provides ample scope for improvisation.
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At the time of partition of subcontinent, Pakistan 
inherited a galaxy of male and female artistes, 
both vocalists and instrumentalists, who had 
already made their mark in the field of classical 
music in united India but later came to be known 
as Pakistani artistes. One such shining star on the 
horizon of sub-continental music was Roshan 
Ara Begum, later to be known as Malika-e-Musiqi 
(the queen of music). Born as Waheed-un-Nisa 
in Kolkata in 1926, Roshan Ara Begum belonged 
to a family of professional musicians and settled 
in Lalamusa, a small town at almost two hours’ 
drive from Lahore, after partition. An established 
exponent of Kirana school of sub-continental 
music, she came under the tutelage of Ustad Abdul 
Karim Khan in her youth and followed the traditions 
of that Gharana in the best possible manner. 
Equally good at almost all genres of classical music, 
she always commanded respect as an excellent 
Khayal singer besides showing her mastery on semi 
classical genres such as Thumri and Dadra. Music 
archives at radio and television in Pakistan as well 
as recordings made by private companies during 
her lifetime show that she was best at singing 
variety of ragas. Died in 1982, Malika-e-Musiqi 
Roshan Ara was the last great exponent of Kirana 
School of vocal music in Pakistan.  
Her senior contemporary Ustad Bade Ghulam Ali 
Khan (1968-1903) is regarded as one of the best 
male voices sub-continental has ever had in the 
field of classical music. Originally hailing from 
Kasur, a small town near Lahore he initially settled 
in Pakistan after partition but migrated back to 
India in early 1950s and spent rest of his life in that 
country. He mostly sang his own compositions 
of Khayal(s) set in different raga(s) under nom 
de plume Sub Rang and rendered almost all 
genres of classical and semi classical music. He, 
for many years, had the honor of performing 
regularly at Jashn-e-Kabul where he had a great 
number of fans including the reigning monarch. 
Government of India, in recognition of his services 
and contributions to the field of classical music, 
conferred upon him Padam Vibhushan, the highest 
civil award of that country. Owing to his mellifluous 
voice, he is rightly called Tansen II in the history of 
sub- continental music. 
During its early years after partition, Pakistan was 

also fortunate to have a superb instrumentalist 
Ustad Muhammad Sharif Khan Poonchwaley 
(1980-1924). Born to a family of professional Sitar 
players of Hissar (now in Haryana, India), he learnt 
the nuances of melodic arts from his father and 
uncle. It was due to the attachment of his father 
as a court musician with princely state of Poonch 
that the family acquired the suffix Poonchwaley. In 
1940s, young Sharif Khan shifted permanently to 
Lahore and joined film orchestra besides regularly 
performing at Radio and private soirees. He rose to 
international fame when he performed at a grand 
festival held in Shiraz (Iran) in 1966. In addition to 
Sitar, his real forte, he also played Vichitre Veena, 
another string instrument with equal ease and 
beauty. At present his son Ustad Ashraf Sharif Khan 
(b. 1969) is one of the top ranking Sitar players of 
the world. He resides in Germany and occasionally 
visits Pakistan for recordings or performances. 
Among the classical vocalists who chose to migrate 
to Pakistan after partition, Ustad Sardar Khan (-1887
1962) ranks fairly high. He was the grandson of 
legendary Mian Qutub Bakhsh Khan a.k.a. Taan Rus 
Khan, the court musician of last Mughal emperor 
Bahadur Shah Zafar to whom he also taught music. 
Being the scion of Delhi Gharana of sub-continental 
music, Ustad Sardar Khan followed the typical style 
of his ancestors belonging to that school. 
A glance at Pakistan’s traditional music in its early 
days shall be incomplete without mentioning 
Ustad Chhotey Ghulam Ali Khan (1986-1910). 
Belonging to a family of professional musicians of 
Kasur, he was born in 1910 and the prefix “Chhotey” 
(meaning small or younger) was added to his name 
in order to distinguish him from his name sake 
Ustad Bade Ghulam Ali Khan who also belonged 
to that town and was some years senior to him. 
Ustad Chhotey Ghulam Ali Khan’s individuality as 
a classical vocalist was his exquisite rendering of 
Drut Tans (fast flights). Very often while rendering 
a Khayal composition, he avoided or conveniently 
skipped the Vilambit (slow tempo) part of a raga 
and would focus more on Drut (fast tempo) which 
was his forte. Being an expert Laykar (having 
command over speed and gait of the piece of 
music), he chose to sing in a variety of beat cycles 
commonly known as Taal(s) such as Teentaal (16 
beat), Jhaptaal (10 beat) and Sul Fakhta (10 beat) 
etc. to name a few. 
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Gwalior Gharana is regarded as the oldest school 
of sub-continental music that started with the 
legendary Tansen (1585-1493). Distinguished 
characteristics of this school are open throat 
singing coupled with linear transition from one 
note to the other in a simple and elegant manner, 
maintaining at the same time the melodic structure 
of the raga intact. Ustad Umeed Ali Khan (-1914
1979) was a prominent exponent of Gwalior style of 
singing. He was born in Amritsar to Ustad Payarey 
Khan who was employed as a court singer at 
Khairpur state in Sind. It is, therefore, that the family 
currently represented by the duo of Ustad Fateh 
Ali Kan and Ustad Hameed Ali Khan Gwaliori is still 
residing in Hyderabad, Sind. 
Other notable Pakistani vocalists of Gwalior school 
include Sangeet Sagar Ustad Bhai Lal Muhammad 
(1962-1887) who, after giving up public 
performance due to bad health served as Music 
Supervisor at the Lahore station of Radio Pakistan 
for many decades. His son Ustad Ghulam Hassan 
Shaggan (2015-1930) was the last prominent 
exponent of this style of singing in Pakistan. 
A reasonable number of instrumentalists also 
made their appearance on the musical scene of 
Pakistan in those days. Ustad Mian Qadir Bakhsh 
Pakhawaji (1960-1905) was the great grand Ustad 
of the Punjab Gharana or style of Tabla playing. 

Traditionally, his forefathers played Pakhawaj, 
a one piece percussion instrument, since many 
centuries. However, with the advent of Tabla, a new 
two piece percussion instrument, they developed 
the technique of playing Pakhawaj Baaj (the style 
of playing Pakhawaj) on Tabla and were known as 
Pakhawaji(s). This clan called Punjab Gharana of 
Tabla playing is credited to have disciples all over 
subcontinent. 
Two Clarinetists namely Master Sohni Khan (-1902
1973) and Ustad Sadiq Ali Khan Mando (1999-1916) 
deserve special mention while discussing Pakistan’s 
traditional music, especially instrumental music. 
Clarinet is a wind instrument of western origin 
which was very skillfully employed by these two 
maestros to play ragas of sub-continental music. 
The individuality added to this western instrument 
by musicians of subcontinent is really unique in 
the history of music. In west, Clarinet is just an 
accompanying instrument either in an orchestra or 
a band but is never played solo. It goes to the credit 
of the musical prowess of Pakistani Clarinetists 
that they took it up for solo performances and 
that for a variety of genres of their own traditional 
music. At present, Jafar Hussain Randhawa is the 
best Clarinetist of Pakistan who has a reasonable 
command on playing all kinds of music on the 
instrument

Allan Faqir Bundu Khan

Farida KhanumMai Bhagi
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Flute, another wind instrument, has always been 
popular all over the world. There are many kinds 
of Flutes played in different parts of the world but 
the simple Flute made with bamboo and played in 
subcontinent has a charm of its own. Saeen Allah 
Ditta Qadri (d. 1986) was arguably the best Flutist 
Pakistan has ever had. Equally good at playing a 
couple of other instruments as well, Qadri exhibited 
great devotion to the melodic arts. His rendition 
of classical ragas was remarkable. Besides public 
performance and radio concerts, he also engaged 
himself with film music where his art was very well 
received by the composers of film songs.
Two more instrumentalists surfaced on the musical 
scene of Pakistan in late 1950s. Although both 
of them played relatively lesser known string 
instruments namely Banjo and Sarinda but they 
made their presence felt in the field of Pakistan’s 
traditional music till their last breath. Bilawal 
Belgium (1977-1928), a Banjo player hailing from 
Mirpur Khas in Sind, learnt basics of classical music 
at the feet of Ustad Ashiq Ali Khan in Hyderabad 
and made certain changes in the basic design 
and string arrangement of Banjo to make it 
suitable for rendering raga music of subcontinent. 
His innovation coupled with sheer hard work 
during long practicing sessions bore fruit and 
he successfully performed raga music on this 

instrument which, like many other instruments of 
western origin such as Clarinet, Accordion, Violin 
etc., does not belong to sub-continental tradition 
of music. A Makrani Baloch by descent, Bilawal 
Belgium also used this instrument for rendering 
folk compositions of all four provinces of Pakistan 
and won great applause from all and sundry at 
home and abroad. 
Sarinda, a string instrument with its origin in Tibet, 
China or Himalayan ranges, is also a well-known 
instrument in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of 
Pakistan and also in some parts of Baluchistan. 
Munir Sarhadi (1981-1930), a Peshawar based 
artiste, played Sarinda with such skill and dexterity 
for rendering both classical and folk music which 
had never been witnessed before. Munir Sarhadi’s 
father, Ustad Pazeer Khan was also a Sarinda 
player but his prowess remained limited to playing 
folk music only. It was left for his capable son to 
introduce certain intricacies and delicacies in 
Sarinda playing which he did with great dedication. 
Tradition of classical singing by duos also continued 
alongside individual performers. A duo is mostly 
comprised of two brothers or real cousins and has 
been in vogue in sub-continental musical tradition 
since times immemorial. First two duos of note that 
shot to fame in Pakistan in 1950s were those of 
Ustad Amanat Ali Khan-Ustad Fateh Ali Khan and 

Hamid Ali Khan Mehdi Hassan sb

Madam Nur JahanIqbal Bano
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of Ustad Salamat Ali Khan-Ustad Nazakat Ali Khan. 
Belonging to Patiala and Sham Chaurasi Gharana(s) 
or schools of sub-continental music, both the 
duos continued performing as late as mid 1990s 
enthralling audience in Pakistan and abroad. 

Many distinct features of Patiala school of Khayal 
singing such as Bole-taan (flourish intertwined 
with syllables of the song text) are evident in the 
art of Ustad Amanat Ali Khan-Ustad Fateh Ali Khan. 
Noted music critic M. Saeed Malik is of the opinion 
that the manner of voice production, presentation 
of Alap and the style of Taan(s) i.e. flights by this 
duo are true specimen of the sparkling Gayeki of 
illustrious Patiala Gharana. In view of the immense 
appreciation by their fans, Ustad Amanat Ali Khan-
Ustad Fateh Ali Khan also ventured singing other 
genres of sub-continental music such as Thumri, 
Kafi and even Ghazal and Geet which was again 
well received. After the death of Ustad Amanat 
Ali Khan in 1974, Ustad Fateh Ali Khan continued 
singing taking along his elder son as a vocal 
support and still performs occasionally despite old 
age. 
Right from the start of its career as classical 
vocalist, the duo of Ustad Salamat Ali Khan-Ustad 
Nazakat Ali Khan came to be known as the leading 
exponents of distinct style of Khayal singing. To 
quote M. Saeed Malik, “For richness of raga forms 
overflowing with sentiment, which is the basis of 
aesthetics; for subtlety of tonal differentiations; 

for sweetness and delicacy of Gammak and for 
varieties of cross rhythmic patterns, Ustad Salamat 
Ali Khan ranked high among contemporary 
classical vocalists in the subcontinent. Of his many 
admirable qualities, the most significant perhaps 
was his highly developed lyricism. He had the gift 
of rendering sustained melodies that flowed easily 
and had a high degree of expressiveness.” (Malik 
2006:56)
Sarangi, a bow instrument with a highly melodic 
and mellifluous sound, has long been basic 
accompanying instrument in sub-continental 
classical music but, with the passage of time, 
Sarangi maestros also started playing it solo. It is a 
difficult instrument to learn and it requires much 
effort to develop the right technique for placement 
of bow and movement of fingers on the instrument 
for producing the right kind of melody. Hence, the 
number of Sarangi players is fast diminishing in 
Pakistan. Noted Sarangi players of Pakistan in the 
first quarter of its inception include Ustad Nathu 
Khan (1971-1920), Ustad Nabi Bakhsh Khan (-1920
1981) and Ustad Umrao Budu Khan (1979-1927). 
Their junior contemporary Ustad Allah Rakha Khan, 
died in early 2015, was another prominent Sarangi 
player. 
The second generation of artistes associated 
with the genre of classical music who joined their 
seniors about a decade later, included Ustad 
Ghulam Haider Khan (vocalist), Ustad Shaukat 

Reshma Saeen Marna

Roshan Ara Begum Tufail Niazi
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Hussain Khan (Tabla player), Ustad Nazim Ali Khan 
(Sarangi Player), Ustad Tafu Khan (Tabla player) and 
the duos of Ustad Fateh Ali Khan-Ustad Hameed 
Ali Khan Gwaliori, Ustad Badar-uz-Zaman-Ustad 
Qamar-uz-Zaman, Ustad Akhtar Ali Khan-Ustad 
Zakir Ali Khan, Ustad Ghulam Shabbir Khan-Ustad 
Ghulam Jafar Khan to mention a few. 
By 1960s, the tradition of Pakistani music had 
started strengthening in almost all aspects of 
the melodic arts. Many of the aforementioned 
second generation of artistes were either progeny 
of the Ustads of well-known schools of music 
or had started learning music, both vocal and 
instrumental, due to the growing and flourishing 
trends of this great art. First to mention among 
them is Ustad Ghulam Haider Khan (b. 1935), son 
of clarinet maestro Ustad Sadiq Ali Khan Mando 
(1999-1916). Instead of following the footsteps of 
his illustrious father, Ustad Ghulam Haider chose 
to learn vocal music and after years of hard work 
is able to make a name for himself in the field of 
classical music in Pakistan. 
A handsome number of instrumentalists also joined 
the field of traditional Pakistani music during this 
time playing a vast range of the instruments but 
here we shall confine to discuss only a few. Ustad 
Nazim Ali Khan (1998-1930) played Sarangi and 
was a respected figure in music circles owing to 
his great skill. Tabla wizard Ustad Shaukat Hussain 
Khan (1996-1929) was a disciple of legendry Ustad 

Mian Qadir Bakhsh Pakhawaji (1960-1905) and due 
to his beautiful Tabla playing was always the first 
choice for every classical vocalist to have him as an 
accompanist. Another Tabla player who is also a 
disciple of the same guru, Ustad Mian Qadir Bakhsh 
Pakhawaji, is Ustad Altaf Hussain popularly known 
as Tafu Khan. Born in Lahore in 1944, Ustad Tafu is 
a man of many traits. Basically a Tabla player, he is 
equally good at a host of other instruments such as 
Harmonium, Guitar, Dholak and Key-board to name 
only a few. To top it all, he is also one of the top 
composers of film songs in Pakistan’s film industry 
for the past more than quarter of a century. He 
is, by any definition of the art, a naturally gifted 
musician. 
Two more instrumentalists who shot to fame less 
due to their mastery of the art and more due to 
special nature of their instruments were Saeen 
Marna (1961-1910) who played a string instrument 
called Iktara and the other Khameesu Khan (-1923
1983) who played Alghoza. 
Saeen Marna and his Iktara became an instant hit 
once it went off air from radio. As the grief stricken 
voice of Saeen Marna along with the touch of 
string had a devotional touch in it, he won a great 
popularity in the province of Punjab among village 
folks. He also rendered Kafis written by Sufi saints 
and he was a recognizable figure at the shrines of 
different saints in Lahore singing self-composed 
songs.

Ustad Hamid Ali Khan Ustad Nathoo Khan

Ustad Sharif Khan Ustad Jumman
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Music critics are of the opinion that his melodies 
simply reflected the deep anguish of a tormented 
soul which exuded clear longings for meeting with 
the Creator. 
Alghoza, a pair of beak flutes, is a folk wind 
instrument but due the artistic genius of Khameesu 
Khan it rose above folk level and became a well-
known proper instrument. It consists of two flutes 
joined with each other to gain an equal flow from 
the mouth of the player. One of the flutes has six 
holes to play the tune while the other only plays 
drone or the main notes. Khameesu Khan was 
born to a family of folk artistes at Golarchi, a village 
in Sind province and by sheer hard work and 
commitment to the instrument playing became 
a top rank artiste of radio, television and a much 
sought after performer in music concerts all over 
the country. 
Radio Pakistan, the only medium available before 
the start of television in Pakistan, has a great role in 
flourishing all genres of Pakistan’s traditional music. 
Ever since independence up to late 1970s, its daily 
broadcast compulsorily included live renditions 
of classical music. In addition, it also used to play 
recordings of the works by great maestros, both 
vocal and instrumental. Almost all stations of 
Radio Pakistan, of course under the capable and 
eager supervision of program producers, tried to 

present quality programs on all genre of Pakistan’s 
traditional music. It was, indeed, a matter of great 
honor for a radio station to host as many great 
musicians as possible. Therefore, it is no denying 
the fact that the radio had itself turned out to be an 
institution which, alongside propagation Pakistani 
music, also groomed fresh talent for the years to 
come. In fact it was radio that provided sufficient 
time to musicians to demonstrate their art. One 
can safely say that as a state run organization, 
Radio Pakistan has served as “an agent of cultural 
integration in the country”.
Among three notable duos of classical music that 
shot to fame in early 1960s, the one comprising 
Ustad Fateh Ali Khan-Ustad Hameed Ali Khan 
Gwaliori ranks highest. They claim that it was their 
ancestors who introduced Khayal singing to what 
constitutes present day Pakistan and popularized 
it in place of Dhrupad which was already on 
decline. Comprising scions of famous Gwalior 
Gharana or school of music, this duo has upheld 
the illustrious tradition of their Gharana. About a 
decade ago, Ustad Hameed Ali Khan gave up public 
performances due to bad health but the younger 
brother Ustad Fateh Ali Khan still continues 
performing with the same vigor and virtuoso. 
Undoubtedly, he can be termed as the greatest 
living exponent of Khayal singing in Pakistan at the 

Bade Ghulam Ali Khan
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moment. 
The finest non Gharana duo of classical music 
that came up after Partition is that of Ustad 
Badaruzzaman-Ustad Qamaruzzaman. Hailing from 
a trader family of Lahore, they received formal 
training in classical music from three great mentors 
namely Haji Faiz Ali of Gwalior Gharana, Ustad 
Iftikhar Ahmad Khan of Delhi Gharana and from 
Ustad Chhotey Ghulam Ali Khan. In addition to 
classical vocalization, Zaman Brothers also engaged 
themselves in film composition under the tutelage 
of legendry composer Nisar Bazmi (2007-1924). 
No wonder then, if they sing all genres of classical, 
semi classical, light and folk music with equal 
ease and comfort. Besides being an accomplished 
singer, Ustad Badar-uz-Zaman is a musicologist par 
excellence and has authored a number of valuable 
books on music in Urdu language. 
The third generation of artistes who became 
prominent in the last quarter of the 20th century 
included the duo of Asad Amanat Ali Khan-Hamid 
Ali Khan (vocalist), Mubarak Ali Khan(vocalist), and 
Abdus Sattar Tari (Tabla player) to name a few. 
Belonging to the Patiala Gharana of classical 
music, the Asad-Hamid duo same to lime light 
in 1970s and remained popular until the death 
of Asad Amanat Ali Khan after which Hamid Ali 
Khan continued performing solo and has earned a 

reasonable name for himself in rendering Khayal, 
Thumri, Ghazal, Geet, etc.  
Devotional or Sufi music has always enjoyed a great 
importance in social and cultural life of the Muslims 
of South Asia. Origins of Qawwali, its oldest and 
best exponent, is traced back into the 13th century 
where devotional singers associated with the 
shrines of different saints in Delhi and elsewhere 
started performing this kind of spiritual music. As 
noted by a contemporary critic, “In Qawwali our 
music was enriched by the religious sentiment and 
ecstasy which was found in the singing of mystical 
poetry and other religious poetry. Qawwali is a 
semi classical form if it is sung by good singers but 
is, at the same time, a folk song because it is not 
marked by any subtle touches or nuances but by 
very marked repetitions of works and rhythm. This 
helps to give an almost hypnotic effect which is 
conducive of that religious ecstasy that is so much 
appreciated in the gatherings where it is sung. 
Qawwali parties, like other musical gatherings 
amongst us, continue right through night, and in 
that emotion-charged atmosphere both the poetry 
and the music have the chance to achieve full 
effect. The leader starts the singing, and again and 
again, at the proper place, his party joins in a chorus 
with him. It is a fine boisterous and noisy form of 
singing, which may be looked down upon by the 
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high-brows, but which definitely, gives a particular 
kind of musical experience to the common people 
who want this type of music. The style of Qawwali 
singing is another line of evolution in our music.” 
(Dehlavi 2011:46) Over the centuries, this fine 
genre of semi classical music has developed a 
niche for itself and its popularity is increasing 
day by day due to its liking in western countries. 
Notable Qawwals of Pakistan during past seven 
decades include Munshi Raziuddin Qawwal (-1912
2003), Fateh Ali-Mubarak Ali Qawwal, Sher Ali-Mehr 
Ali Qawwal, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan Qawwal (-1948
1996) and Farid Ayaz-Abu Muhammad Qawwal.

Munshi Raziuddin Qawwal (2003-1912) claimed 
his descent from famous Qawwal Bachey Gharana 
of Delhi and was last great exponent of this 
traditional style of Qawwali. After his death, his 
party is very ably being led by Farid Ayaz-Abu 
Muhammad Qawwal who are internationally 
acclaimed performers. 
Born in Jullundur in 1896 and 1904 respectively, 
Ustad Fateh Ali-Ustad Mubarak Ali Qawwal were 
high caliber artistes and the founder of modern 
Qawwali in the subcontinent. After the death of 
elder brother in 1964 and of the younger in 1977, 
their progeny Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (1996-1948) 
led the party and became popular worldwide due 
to the innovations he introduced in the field of 
Qawwali.  
At present, Sher Ali-Mehr Ali Qawwal are the most 

prominent exponent of Punjabi style of Qawwali 
and are carrying forward the tradition.
Discussion on devotional music of Pakistan shall 
not be complete with mentioning a large number 
of the artistes practicing light music or semi 
classical for rendering a much revered genre of 
devotional poetry known as Kafi whose unique 
feature “is that it is written only in Punjabi and 
Sindhi languages, which have many common 
features. As a literary genre, Kafi was used by 
Sufi poets as a mode for their poetic as well as 
philosophic expressions. The themes of their Kafis 
were pegged to such topics as Divine Love and 
the illusory nature of the world.” (Malik 2006:107) 
Almost all the classical singers of Pakistan have 
very lovingly rendered Kafis by Sufi poets such 
as Shah Hussain, Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai, Bhulley 
Shah, Sachal Sarmast, Khwaja Ghulam Farid, etc. 
Names of the singers specializing in Kafi singing 
may include Hamid Ali Bela (d. 2001), Saeen Akhtar 
(d. 1987), Pathaney Khan (2000-1928), Zahida 
Perveen (1975-1929) and her daughter Shahida 
Perveen, Hussain Bakhsh Gullu (b. 1945) and Abida 
Perveen (b. 1958) to mention a very few.
Geographically located in the western part of 
South Asia, Pakistan is fortunate to have a rich 
tradition of folk music. Provinces constituting 
present day Pakistan such as Baluchistan, Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab and Sind possess ages old 
folk traditions which are superbly reflected in 
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the folk music of that area. In fact, “Folk music in 
Pakistan is steeped in regional traditions, which 
reflect the ethnological characteristics of the 
country as a whole. Yet all these sub cultures along 
with their many manifestations come under the 
umbrella of national folk culture. Ultimately, the 
regional nuances, features and traits of these sub 
cultures submerge in mainstream of a national 
culture. The fusion of regional folk music of 
different genres has resulted in the emergence of 
a grand stock of folk songs with a wide and varied 
range of themes, rich in tunes and rhythms.” (Malik 
2006:110) It is also significant to mention that 
regional languages and local cultures inside these 
provinces such as Brahvi, Kashmiri, Pothohari, 
Seraiki and Balti essentially contribute to this 
great tradition of Pakistani folk both vocally and 
instrumentally. Tufail Niazi (1990-1916), Pathaney 
Khan (2000-1928), Khameesu Khan (1983-1923), 
Alam Lohar (1979-1927), Faiz Muhammad Baloch 
(1980-1924), Inayat Hussain Bhatti (2000-1928), 
Mai Bhagi (1986-1920), Reshman (2013-1947), 
Shaukat Ali (b. 1944) and many others are some 
of the prominent folk artistes who, with their 
commitment, skill and devotion to the folk 
art have toiled hard to get this great tradition 
acknowledged world over.
Pakistani music has a variety of instruments 
associated with it. These instruments belong to 
all categories of instruments such as Percussion, 

Bow, Plucking, and String such as Tabla, Sarangi, 
Harmonium, Tanpura, Dholak, Flute, Sitar, Shehnai, 
Pakhawaj, Daff, Alghoza, Rubab, Iktara, and Sarod. 
As most of these instruments have been introduced 
while discussing contributions of the artistes 
playing them, hence a brief description is as under:

Tabla is the most popular percussion instrument 
in Pakistan’s traditional music. It consists of a pair 
of drums of which one is the treble called Dayan 
meaning ‘right’ and the other is bass which is called 
Bayan meaning ‘left.’ Together they produce a fine 
texture of sound. The basic tonic note is tuned on 
the right drum and the left is tuned to an octave 
below. (Menon 1995:157)

Sarangi is a bowed instrument and is a basic 
accompanying instrument in classical since long. 
It is also played solo these days. Its sound is a close 
approximation of human voice. 

Harmonium is a portable organ like instrument that 
has bellows which are pumped using the hands 
or feet. Its scale is tempered. (Menon 1995:76) It 
is essentially a western instrument believed to 
have been brought to subcontinent by Christian 
missionaries but, due to continuous use since long, 
has become an integral part of our own music. 

Tabla

Sarangi

Harmonium
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Tanpura or Tambura is a drone instrument with four 
strings which is mostly used in classical music these 
days.

Pakhawaj is a cylindrical two faced drum which 
accompanies Been and Dhrupad performances. 
(Menon 1995:137)

Sarangi is a fiddle with a skin-covered waisted body 
with a number of sympathetic strings. The main 
playing strings, usually of gut, normally number 
three while the number of sympathetic strings 
varies greatly. (Nayyar 1989:30)

Alongside instruments, pertinent is to mention, 
though briefly, a little about film music in Pakistan 
which, over the years, has become a strong 
tradition as a genre of light music. In fact, songs 
are integral part of an Indian or Pakistani movie. 
Hence, in addition to the background music, the 
film director essentially needs the services of a 
music director to compose situational songs for the 
movie. Many legendry figures remained associated 
with Pakistan’s film industry as music directors and 
composers during past seven decades and have 
composed immortal songs. Notable among them 
are: Khwaja Khurshid Anwar (1984-1912), Rasheed 
Attre (1967-1910), Mian Shehryar (2011-1927), 
Rafiq Ghaznavi (1974-1907), Feroze Nizami (-1910

Dholak is a popular medium sized, barrel shaped, 
double headed hand drum. It can be used in 
conjunction with Tabla or can substitute for it. It is 
even used by women to accompany their wedding 
songs.

Flute is among the oldest instruments known in the 
world and consists of a hollow bamboo cylinder 
with finger holes and a blow hole. Lengths of 
different flute may vary. 

Sitar is one of the most popular string instruments 
having seven playing strings with frets underneath.

Shehnai is a clarinet kind of wind instrument which 
was traditionally played in a celebratory vein but 
the 20th century maestro Ustad Bismillah Khan 
employed it to render classical ragas as well.

Tanpura Pakhawaj 

Sarangi Dholak

Flute

Sitar

Shehnai 
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1975), Sohail Rana (b. 1938), Master Inayat Hussain 
(1993-1908), GA Chishti (1994-1905), Master 
Ghulam Haider (1953-1906), Niaz Hussain Shami 
(1972-1924), Nisar Bazmi (2007-1924), Ustad Nazar 
Hussain (b. 1935), M. Ashraf (2007-1942), Khalil 
Ahmad (1997-1936) etc.
It would also be pertinent to mention the names 
of prominent playback singers as well who lent 
their voice for the film songs composed by these 
composers. A few of such light singers may include 
Malika-e-Tarannum Noor Jahan (2000-1926), 
Masood Rana (1995-1942), Saleem Raza (-1932
1983), Munir Hussain (1995-1932), Pervez Mehdi 
(2005-1947), Runa Laila (b. 1952), Nahid Akhtar 
(born. 1964), Mala (1991-1944), Ahmad Rushdi 
(1983-1944), Mehnaz (2013-1950), Nayyara Noor (b. 
1955) and many more.  
Ghazal singing has matured more in Pakistan than 
anywhere else in the world. Rightly it serves as a 
superb introduction for Pakistani music. The names 
associated with this have undoubtedly made an 
everlasting contribution to the realm of serious 
music in South Asia. Some of them are: Ustad 
Barkat Ali Khan (1963-1910), Mehdi Hassan (-1932
2012), Ghulam Ali (b. 1940), Farida Khanum (b. 
1933), Iqbal Bano (2009-1933), etc. 
A review of Pakistani music shall be incomplete 
without mentioning the non Gharana musicians i.e. 

the artistes who, genealogically, did not belong to 
some family of professional musicians but owing 
to their craving for and commitment with melodic 
arts were able to attain professional status due to 
sheer hard work. Among a good number of such 
musicians, both vocalists and instrumentalists, 
we have Qazi Zahur-ul-Haq (1989-1909), Mian 
Shehryar (2011-1927), Abdul Qadir Pia Rang (-1906
1979), Dr. Amjad Pervez (Lahore), Mahfuz Khokhar 
(Islamabad), Shahid Hameed (Karachi), Shahbaz Ali 
(Islamabad), Faheem Mazhar (Lahore), etc.
One may conclude that despite onslaught by 
western music in recent years, Pakistani music still 
has an identity of its own in all genre of music. 
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A Short 
Introduction 
to Pakistan’s 
Classical Music

By: S.M. Shahid

The most elegant and subtle genre of sub-
continental music is North Indian Classical 
Music. It is the music of delicate feelings and 
sublime sentiments – as opposed to the music of 
nonchalant excitement and ephemeral abandon. 
Technically speaking – the Indo-Pakistani 
Classical Music is melodic, i.e., the notes are 
played or sung in succession varying in pitch 
with an organized and recognizable shape. 
Having an oral tradition – since the musician has 
imbibed the melodies from a collective memory 
spanning and surviving over centuries – the 
singer or instrumentalist needs not read from 
the score. Every time he sings or plays a Raag   he 
embellishes it with his own beautiful melodic 
improvisations. The Golden Encyclopedia of 
Music by Norman Lloyd (1968) describes the 
human voice as “the first melodic instrument…” 
and that “there are as many varieties of melody 
as there are human emotions”. The famous 18th 
century Austrian composer, Joseph Haydn, said: 

“It is melody which is the charm of music… and 
it is that which is most difficult to produce… the 
invention of a fine melody is a work of genius.” 
Another important fact which distinguishes this 
music from the Western tradition is that every 
raag expresses a different emotion and is linked 
to different times of the day and seasons of the 
year.
The Western music, on the other hand, is 
harmonic and has a written tradition. It is created 
in the mind and written out in staff notation and 
while playing or singing it, the musician has to 
read from the book since the musical dimension 
is literally prescribed in print. Being harmonic 
and vertical, it has simultaneous sounding of 
notes and the melodic strands are weaved 
together with the accompanying chords. It is 
interesting to note that in the West some forms 
of melodic music have remained oral, such as the 
Western Folk or the Jazz, and it is for this reason 
that such music has survived in its original form.
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Regarding the listener and connoisseur of classical 
music it is worth mentioning that the term 
‘connoisseur’ is used carelessly in our society, for in 
order to become a ‘genuine’ connoisseur you not 
only have to be gifted with a keen ear for music, as 
also in possession of a cultivated taste, you should 
also be familiar with at least the basic precepts 
of classical music. It is not something you cannot 
easily achieve provided you have sincere interest 
in it. The first step, of course, is to start listening to 
the great masters. I would recommend vocalists 
such as Ustad Amir Khan, Ustad Abdul Karim 
Khan, Ustad Rashid Khan, the duo Rajan Sajan, 
Dr. Prabha Atre, and others. And for instrumental 
music your ears must get acquainted with Sitarists 
Ustad Wilayat Husain Khan, Ustad Rais Khan, Nikhil 
Banerjee; Sarangi player Ustad Sultan Khan; Sarod 
players Ustad Ali Akbar Khan and Ustad Amjad Ali 
Khan. (The CDs of all these musicians are readily 
available.) 
The next step is getting acquainted with the 
terminology, such as the seven notes, i.e., Sur, 
Rekhab, Gandhar, Madham, Pancham, Dhewat 
and Nikhad; then the Komal (flat) and Tivar (sharp) 
notes, Aarohi and Avrohi (the ascending and 
descending notes), Asthai (the main part usually 
performed on the lower notes) and Antara (the 
second part performed on the upper notes of 
the scale), Alap (analysis or prelude to a Raag), 
Summ  and all such terms that can be learnt and 
understood from a music teacher. 
Like all sophisticated art, classical music has thrived 
on patronage. When the Mughal courts in Delhi, 
Agra and Lahore lost their strength and splendor, 
many smaller princely states in the sub-continent 
became sanctuaries for classical musicians and the 
Gharanas  came into being. Famous among these 
were Gowalior, Delhi, Patiala, Aga, Rampur, Kirana, 
Sham Chaurasi, etc. After the demise of the princely 
states in 1947, radio came to the rescue of the 
classical musicians and, in fact, helped to bring their 
art to a larger audience – the common man in the 
street. In Pakistan, radio stations in Karachi, Lahore, 
Rawalpindi, Multan and Hyderabad hummed 
with the sound of raag music in 1960s and 70s. 
Some great names of that golden era that come 
to mind are vocalists Ustad Barkat Ali Khan, Ustad 

Ramzan Khan, Roshan Ara Begum, Ustads Nizakat 
Ali-Salamat Ali, Ustads Amanat Ali-Fateh A; Sitar 
players Ustad Sharif Khan, Ustad Fateh Ali Khan, 
Ustad Kabir Khan, Ustad Imdad Husain; Sarangi 
players Ustad Hamid Husain, Ustad Nathhoo Khan, 
Ustad Zahoori Khan; Sarod player Nazar Husain; 
Tabla players Ustad Alladitta, Ustad Shawkat 
Husain, and many others. In the meantime, we have 
great Ghazal singers like Mehdi Hasan, Iqbal Bano, 
and Farida Khanum who won fame because they 
had grounding in classical music. 
It is noticeable that throughout history 
great writers, poets, singers, composers, and 
instrumentalists were born in different times, then 
all departing from the scene one after another, 
making the cultural landscape barren. Similarly, in 
Pakistan most of the above mentioned musicians 
passed away during the reign of the military 
dictator General Ziaul Haq who may have thought 
that music was repugnant to Islam!  

* Note: The writer lives in Karachi, Pakistan, and is author/
compiler/translator of more than forty books in English and 
Urdu on different subjects ranging from classical, film and 
folk music to heritage, satire and humor.  
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Tajikistan Music 
An Integral Part of Everyday Life*

In Tajikistan there are different styles of music, 
which are conditionally subdivided into three 
schools: Northern (Sughd region), Central (Hissar, 
Kulyab, Garm), and the Pamirs (Badakhshan).
The Tajik national music differs by large variety 
and riches of genres: epic, labor, customs, lyrical 
works and instrumental music. By the end of 
XIX-XX centuries the Tajik national music in 
cooperation with classical professional Tajik 
musicians produced its own canons. 
National music of the Tajiks was transferred orally 
from generation to generation and developed 
as one voice creativity. The musical traditions of 
Tajikistan in many respects are unique, diverse 
and distinctive. The set of instruments includes: 
string - rubob, setar, dutor, dumburak, tambour. 
bow instruments - ghijak; wind- instruments - 

nay, kamay, surnay; dulcimer - chang; percussion 
instruments - doyra, tavlak(Clay kettle drum), 
kayroq (stone Castanets); zang (bells) and some 
others. 
 In “Gurminj Museum” in Dushanbe, created by 
the People’s Actor of the Republic of Tajikistan 
G. Zavqibekov in 1990, valuable ancient 
instruments (more than 200 units) which 
have been collected by the actor since his 
childhood are on display. Skilled instrument-
makers gain wide popularity and respect and 
are remembered for years. The entire work of 
a craftsman is unconsciously, and sometimes 
consciously, determined by the tradition in 
accordance with which all instruments are 
produced. 
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A good craftsman neither looks for new shapes, 
nor departs from what was inherited from 
predecessors. He only strives to come closer to 
the ancient original, to make an exact replica of 
the initial pattern. In making an instrument, the 
emphasis lies on the organic relationship between 
shape and ornament. To give a special magic force 
to the instrument, it is essential that the instrument 
should form a union with the ornament. 
When holding such an instrument in their hands, 
the musician becomes akin to a priest through 
whom supreme powers descend to Earth, and the 
act of playing is transformed into a rite. Frequently, 
the performer of music and singer act as one 
person. In vocal culture of the Tajiks there were 
peculiar manners of singing: ishkami (abdominal), 
binigi (nose), gulugi (throat). 
Music and song play an important role during 
wedding and funeral ceremonies. Funeral songs are 
recited from the moment of death until burial and 
in some cases for three days following the funeral, 
reminding the bereaved of the sanctity of human 
life and its transitory nature. Some mourning 
songs performed by women at funerals are 
exclusively performed in Tajik Badakhshan and are 
completely different from funeral songs performed 
elsewhere in Tajikistan. It’s called Doyrabozi, and is 
accompanied only by the sound of a tambourine. 
Songs are completely monophonic (i.e., consisting 
only of one line of melody), but instrumental music 

often includes two-part polyphony (music in more 
than one voice, or part). Short musical phrases may 
be repeated many times and varied slightly each 
time. There were various musicians association 
-t’sozanda”, “mavihigions”, “makomists” in the middle 
Ages. 
Today professionals’ united in “Composers’ Union 
of Tajikistan”. Professional music of the Iranian 
peoples is ancient, refined, and polyhedral, 
retaining religious and spiritual coloring and 
is closely connected to national customs and 
traditional folklore. The invention of various 
musical instruments is attributed to the poets and 
musicians. 
The authors of many vocal works were the 
poets too. Top of classical musical art of Tajiks 
is “Shashmakom” (“Six makoms”). It consists of 
complicated cyclical vocal-instrumental poems 
executed on the texts of the Tajik poetry of X-XX 
centuries, containing in itself 252 classical tunes, 
which prior to the beginning of XX century were 
transmitted from the musician to the musician 
without musical fixing. The musical entry to six 
existing ones in Tajikistan makoms have formed 
the following categories: “Buzruk”, “Rost”, “Navo”, 
“Dugoh”, “Segoh” and “Irok”. 
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This great tradition of classical music in IX-XIX 
centuries is retained by an ensemble “Shash 
Makom” named after F.Shakhobov, which in 1999 
has marked its 50th anniversary. It consists mainly 
of the young singers and musicians, who went 
on tour to many countries around the world. At 
shashmakomists competition in Iran, they won 
the first prize (1998). A popular Tajik genre is 
“Falak”. “Falak” is a musical poetic genre of lyrical 
and philosophical tendency and one of the most 
wide spread and original genres of Tajik traditional 
vocalinstrumental music. 
Literally “Falak” means “firmament”, “cosmos”, 
“universe” and such meanings of this term as 
“world”, “time”, “destiny”, and “fate”. For Tajiks 
“Falak” represents a living creature from whom 
he asks forgiveness and to whom he confesses 
and addresses his pleas. The main forms of 
“Falak” are “Falaki dashtr (literally “Free Falak”) 
and “Falaki roghi”. The first one is performed by a 
soloist free form without any musical instruments 
accompanying it. 
The second one is performed also by soloists 
accompanied by musical instruments (nay, ghijak, 
rubob, setar, dutor) or performed by a group of 
singers and musicians. The subject of the song is 
not very important, what matters is the expression 
of sorrow and anguish of a lonely human heart. It 

may be a cry for love or for the warmth of home. 
There is only one kind of song which never sung 
during festivals -the mado. One mado can last 
for more than an hour. It is a religious narration, 
which is listened to attentively and seriously. In the 
moonlight, the motionless figure of the listener 
looks like wooden carvmgs. 
The important contribution to the development 
of professional music of XX century was made 
by such composers as S.Balasanyan, A.Lensky, 
Z.Shakhidi, A.Hamdamov, S.Sayfutdinov, 
Y.Sabzanov, Sh.Sayfiddinov, who actively worked in 
all genres of European classical music (opera, ballet, 
instrumental, modern music) retaining national 
traditions of musical culture. 
The work of the well known modern composers 
D.Dustmuhammadov, Sh.Pulodi, Y.Mamedov, 
Z.Mirshakar, T.Shakhidi, L.Pulatova, Z.Nishanova 
etc. has received recognition in the country and 
abroad. Popular Tajik music is diverse, but European 
and American culture has not almost left decisive 
influence on its development. It is subjected to the 
influence of the oriental groups, first of all from Iran, 
Turkey, and India. 
Band “Dale “, “Shams” and “Avesta” are the most 
renown bands among the Tajik variety groups, 
which have won popularity in many countries. Their 
music is based on the original interpretation and 
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* Courtesy of the Embassy of the Republic of Tajikistan, Tehran

modernizing of oriental melody. Cassettes and CD 
with famous and popular Tajik music can be found 
in the bazaars and city’s kiosks. Specific feature of 
the Tajik music is its extreme variety, complexity, 
the beauty and refinement of rhythms, connected 
with developed dancing art. 
Some of the typical Tajik national dances have 
simple names like “Dance with a jug” (“Argusht 
bo kuza”), “Dance of a shepherd”, “Dance of a 
shepherdess”, “Meeting”, “Dance with a dish” 
(“Tavakbozi”). There is even a dance connected with 
funeral ceremony (poyamal). From immemorial 
times, there are dances - pantomimes imitating 
movements of animals and birds (“Sherbozi” or 
“Dance of a Lion”, “Ukobbozi or “Dance of an Eagle”, 
“Rubohbozi” or “Dance of a Fox”, “Laklakbozi” or 
“Dance of a Stork”). There are dances, which imitate 
everyday labor (“Gilem Viff” or “Carpet Creation”, 
“Shibits” or “Making Wool Small”); sometimes they 
represent humorous scenes of everyday life. 
Battle dances (“Shamsherbozi”, “Kordbozi”, 
“Kaltakbozi - with sables, knife, canes), dances 
accompanying by own accompaniment on 
musical instruments (“Arghusht bo dutor” or 
“Dance with Dutar”, “Raks bo Ghijak’tor “Dance 
with Ghijak”), Comic dances on stilts, on wooden 
horse - “Aspakbozi, dance in a mask of an old man 
and others. In the Tajik dance, the main attention 

is focused on movement of the hands, head and 
shoulder girdle, and the improvisation is one of its 
characteristic features. 
A typical dance form involves the performer 
stepping out and swaying the top half of the body. 
After two beats of the music, the dancer begins to 
move forward slowly and then more quickly after 
eight beats. Each wedding ceremony is likely to be 
animated by a small folk orchestra.
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Turkish Folk 
Instruments

By: Tanju Ozanoglu

Folklore researcher; Ministry of Culture Release, Directorate General of 

Research and Training.

The Turkish musical culture has 
now stepped into a new era of 
development, transformation, change 
and transition in a country which is 
situated in the meeting point of the 
continents of Europe, Asia and Africa 
both culturally and geographically. 
The accumulation of the Turkish 
musical culture started developing 

at the time of Altayians and later, 
continued to thrive through the rule 
of the Central Asian and Central – 
Western Asian Turkish states that 
interacted with the musical culture in 
Turkey during the 11th century, in the 
Balkans from the 14th century and 
finally in Central and Western Europe.
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Baglama Tar

Divan

Baglama Family 
Tar

Tar tuning

The instruments belonging to Baglama family 
are most extensively used in our country. The 
instruments falling in this category are locally 
called by a number of names such as ‘Baglama’ ‘Saz’, 
‘Divan Sazi’, ‘Tambura’, ‘Cura’, ‘Meydan Sazi’, ‘Bozuk’, 
‘Irziva’,etc, in various parts of the country. However, 
three major instruments-Cura, Tambura and Divan-
are taken as a basis herein because they are more 
popularly recognized. 
Cura is the instrument with the lowest height in this 
family, which generates the finest tone. Tambura is 
larger than Cura in size and generates a thicker tone 
by one octave. Although this instrument is also 
commonly called ‘Baglama’, it has a distinct order 
in its course. Divan is largest in this family, thus 
producing the thickest sound. It produces a thicker 
sound by one octave as compared to Tambour. 
The Duzens (tunings) which are most popular on 
the Baglama are the following;

Tar, which is a plectrum instrument, is played 
while kept on the chest. It is used in Azerbaijan, 
Uzbekistan, Iran, Georgia and Northeast Anatolia 
region in Turkey. The body part is nodular in the 
center and has two plates across which water 
buffalo or cattle heart membrane is stretched. It has 
a total of 9 strings, of which 3 are double and one is 
single.

-------------------------- C     

-------------------------- G

---------------------------C 

Tar mainly has two groups of strings. Group 1 has 
strings 2 ,1 and 3 mounted dually where rhythmic 
tunes are played; group 2 has root strings enriching 
the timbre. Root strings are tuned to various 
tones according to Makams (concepts of melodic 
criterion) and generally has the function of ‘Dem 
Tutma’(accompanying a piece of music).

Plectrum / Stringed 
Instruments

Bozuk Düzens tuning   Baglama Tuning
-------------------------- A                        ---------------------- A
-------------------------- D                        ---------------------- D
-------------------------- G                        ---------------------- E

Misket Tuning                                                Abdal Tuning
---------------------- A                         ------------------------- A
---------------------- D                         ------------------------- A
---------------------- F#                       ------------------------- G
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Kanun Kabak Kemane

Kabak Kemane

Tirnak Keman (Nail Violin)

Kabak Kemane Tuning

Cumbush

This is the most advanced type of ‘cenk’ sazs 
performed since the time of ancient Anatolia and 
ottoman periods. It is a low-lying ‘yatugan’ (stringed 
musical instrument which rests horizontally on 
one’s lap when played) and was once used by 
the Central Asian Turks. Evliya Chelebi, a famous 
traveler, provides information that this instrument 
was once used in Anatolia. Once being very 
popular, the instrument is now facing extinction. 
However, a renewed interest has emerged in this 
instrument and it has regained its place within the 
folk music gatherings and musical events under the 
name ‘Kanuni’ which is a more advanced version of 
the same instrument.

Extensively used in the western and southern 
Anatolia regions of Turkey in particular, the 
instrument is of the same origin of Kamancha 
in Azerbaijan and Gijek in Turkmenistan. Kabak 
Kemane consists of a body made of wood gourd 
and a stem. Kemane strings are made of horse tail 
or gut tied on a rod. It is played by sitting down 
or placing the instrument on the lap. Using this 
instrument, any type of chromatic and coma voices 
may be generated because it is an instrument 
without pitch.
 

It is one of the traditional stringed musical 
instruments with wooden covers. It is called 
Tirnak Kemane (Nail Violin) because it is a stringed 
instrument, is played by pushing the strings with 
nails from the side, thus the strings are not pressed 
on with fingers directly. The instrument, once 
extensively used in Anatolia, is currently facing 

------------------------G
------------------------D
------------------------A
------------------------DInvented by Zeynel Abidin (1947–1881), ‘Cumbush’ 

has an aluminum body and produces a loud sound. 
It has substituted Baglama in some regions as ‘ince 
saz’; however, it is can’t compete with other folk 
types of instruments.
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Kanun Tirnak Keman (Nail Violin)

KemencheCumbush

Kemenche

Rebab (Kemancha)

Kemenche is a stringed folk instrument also known 
as ‘black Sea Kemenche’ because it is used in the 
Black Sea region of Turkey. Kemenche’s frame is 
made of rigid tree woods such as white mulberry, 
plum, juniper, etc. with its chest made of such 
soft tree woods as spruce, fir and pine. Kemenche 
has three strings. The most important feature of 
Kemenche is that it can be played with parallel 
quartets and quintets by pressing on two strings at 
the same time.

Tuning
------------------------- D
------------------------- A
------------------------- E

It is one of the ancient instruments which are 
performed in the Central Asian Turkic World; 
different types of Rebab, Which has renewed 
itself over time, have emerged (round Rebab, 
hemispherical Rebab, pear shaped Rebab, etc). It 
is observed from Levni’s miniatures that they were 
extensively used in the  Ottoman times, Rebab, 
which was mentioned in Mevlana’s Rubais with 
much praise, has also been used in the classic 
Turkish music as well as in musical therapies. 

Rebab’tan fişkiran israfil sesi,
Kabak olmuş yürekleri tazelendirdi.
Yeniden onlarca can verdi
O bogulmuş bitkin sevdalar
Suda baliklar gibi oynamaya başladi

extinction because its playing technique is difficult. 
A small number of people play it because its 
playing technique is hard to learn.
The instrument’s body and stem are integral parts 
of the structure. There are two d-shaped holes on 
the right and left of the threshold facing each other. 
The gut-made strings are placed on a wooden body 
made of tree woods such as red juniper, mulberry, 
plum, etc.
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Mey Chifte (Argun)Zurna

Plum Tree Zurna

Zurna
Mey

Sipsi

It is the highest pitched and loudest one of the 
wind instruments. Therefore, it is played together 
with davul (drum) in public places. It is extensively 
used together with davul (drum) as an outdoor 
instrument in many regions of the country.
It has 8 intonations, of which 7 are on its front 
side and 1 on the rear side. Apart from these 
intonations, there are also such intonations called 
‘sheytan perdesi’ (devil’s intonations) having 
relatively smaller diameters on the ‘kalan’(rump) 
part. Zurna lengths increase gradually from east to 
West in our country. 

Zurna is divided into three groups from the larger 
to the smaller types.
 Kaba Zurna
 Orta Zurna
 Cura (bell) Zurna

Generally, the type of Zurna made from plum tree is 
more preferred.

This instrument is generally used in the Eastern 
Anatolia Region. This instrument, also called 
‘Balaban’, is of Central Asian origin. Due to its low 
pitch, it is mostly performed in indoor spaces. 
Pitches may be tuned between fine and coarse 
tones with the clamp on the pecker. Mey has three 
types and is composed of three parts; frame, pecker 
and clamp.

It is one of the instruments performed in the 
Aegean Region as well as in Teke Region. Its frame 
part is approximately 20 cm. The length and shape 
of Sipsi varies depending on the performers and 
makers. It has an intonation range of 1 octave but 
one half extra intonations may also be produced 
by applying pressure on the mouthpiece with 
teeth. Sipsi has a beautiful appearance which is 
augmented by stretching strawberry and cherry 
shells on its frame.

Wind Instruments 
(With, Peckers/ Clapper, Without Clapper, Tulum ‘Bagpipes’ )
A) Kamishli Uflemeli Chalgilar
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Dilli kaval

Dilsiz Kaval

Cham düdügü Horlatma Kaval

Cham düdügü (Pine whistle or duduk)

Dilli kaval (Tongued Reed Pipes)Chifte (Argun)

Its whistling part is generally extracted from the 
branch shell and made accordingly in spring. 
The whistling part may preserve its performance 
capability for 1 or 2 weeks as long as it stored inside 
a wet cloth. This instrument, with its soft tone, is 
facing extinction.

The instrument, which is also known as “dilli düdük” 
(tongued düdük) or tongued reed pipes dilli kaval) 
is composed of a single part having a length of 
30-25 cm. Those types, which are made from a wide 
variety of trees and reeds, may accompany many 
instruments, thanks to its soft and impressing tone. 
Dilli kaval has various tunings (tongued reed pipes).

It is a version of two reed pipes mounted side 
by side, which is used in Zonguldak as well as in 
southeastern Anatolia Regions. Its front section 
has 6-5 intonations. The number of intonations 
may be equal on both pipes and also there may be 
one intonation on one of them. It is also known as 
Argun in southern Anatolia. 
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Horlatma Kaval Dilsiz Kaval (Shepherd’s Reed Pipes)

Ney 

Horlatma kaval has a single part with a length of 
80-70 cm. Presently, it has preserved its feature 
as part of our traditional instruments although 
it currently faces extinction due it its difficult 
performance technique. It has 8 intonations, of 
which 7 are on the front side and 1 is on the back 
side. Horlatma kaval constitutes a different melody 
and performance style and produces a sound 
similar to wheezing because it is blown by taking 
half of the reed into the mouth; therefore, it is 
called ‘horlatma kaval’ (snoring reed pipes).
This instrument, which has survived up to the 
present times thanks to the relationship between 
masters and apprentices, traditionally enjoyed 
recognition as an inseparable accompanying 
instrument for the local folk dances in Tokat and its 
environs in particular.

These reed pipes (kaval) have a very low tone. They 
are extensively used throughout the country. The 
World, Kaval, originates from the word ‘kov’, which 
means ‘hollow’. Reed pipes are generally made from 
rigid trees but there are also such types made from 
metals such as brass; however, reed pipes made 
from plum trees are most popular.
The three part (broken) shepherd reed pipes 
without a tongue currently face extinction 
although they have preserved their authenticity. 
Their tone range is 2.5 octaves. In addition, there 
are also such types of reed pipes, which are played 
by mounting on teeth in Anatolia.

Chigirtma
The instrument, which is made from the wing 
bone of an eagle, is a wind instrument without a 
tongue, which was extensively used in Elazig and 
its environments as well as at the outskirts of the 
Taurus Mountains in the past. It has 7-6 intonations 
on its front and 1 intonation on the back. Its tone 
range is approximately one octave.
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BellsTef

Spoons

Zilli Masha

Chigirtma TulumDavul

Dümbelek

Ney Tulum

It is one of the wind instruments popular in the 
classical Turkish music. It is a very important 
instrument because the tuning and the harmony 
are made by this music according to Ney. It has 12 
types, and has a highly impressing tone. It is made 
of a type of reed with yellow knots. The holes are 
opened by a hot iron bar. Ney has fine tones as 
they are smaller in size. It’s performance requires a 
strong breath so that thick tones may be produced. 
Ney performers are called ‘Neyzen’.

It is an instrument generally used in the Black 
Sea Region (Rize, Artvin). Tulum is made of goat 
leather. By fixing a mouthpiece on the front foot, 
and a keyboard on the rear foot, its other parts are 
closed. Tulum is inflated by blowing through the 
wooden pipe functioning as a mouthpiece. The 
keyboard starts generating tones when the leather 
bag is filled with air. It is played by placing it under 
the armpit. The keyboard section mounted on the 
Tulum (bagpipes) is called ‘Nav’.There are 5 pairs of 
intonations parallel to each other on Nav.
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Davul

Dümbelek (darbuka)

Tef

Tef

Spoons

It is recognized as the symbol of the Turkish 
percussion instruments. Drums have been used 
for many different purposes throughout the 
history. There are a myriad of drums in Turkey. They 
comprise three parts-pulley, string and leather. 
Hammer plays the basic rhythm as the stick plays 
the details. It generally has a number of local names 
such as small drums, central drums and arm drums. 
It is the oldest instrument played in Turkey. It was 
once used as a tool of communication due its loud 
sound and effect.

It is played in many parts of Anatolia and is the 
pottery (soil) made version of the present Darbuka. 
It is locally called by a number of names such as 
‘Deblak’, ‘Dümbek’ and ‘Dümbelek’. It is mostly used 
by women as part of their ceremonies.

This instrument is popular in almost every region. 
It is composed of a pulley having a diameter of 
about 40-20 cm and thin leather stretched on a 
single surface. It is ensured that the rhythms of the 
instrument is enriched by installing 5-3 pairs of 
brass made bells into the splits extending to the 
top of the pulley. There are their simple versions in 
some areas and are mostly used in women’s parties. 
The larger ones are called “Daire”.

The wooden soup spoons made, which have been 
used in Anatolia since antiquity, are also used as 
musical instruments. They are extensively used as 
part of folk dances particularly in Silifke and Konya.

Percussion 
Instruments
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Zilli Masha (Bell Tongues)

Bells

These instruments are composed of bells opposite 
to each other which are placed on the tips of two 
main arms having the shape of tongues. As the 
arms are closed, the bells come on each other 
producing the tones.

This instrument is composed of bells opposite to 
each other which are placed on the tips of two 
main arms having the shape of tongs. As the arms 
are closed, the bells come on each other producing 
tones.

Sources:
 Gazimihal Mahmut Ragip; Türk Nefesli CHalgilari 

(Türk Ötkü CHalgilari) , Kültür Bakanligi, MİFAD Yayini, 
Ankara1975-

 Emnalar, Dr.Atinch; Türk Halk Müzigi Chalgilarinda 
standardizasyon Sorunlari, EÜ DTMK Dergisi, Ock 1992,Sayi: 
2,ss7

 Ozanoglu Tanju; Anadolu Halk chalgilari, Kültür Bakanligi, 
AEGM Yayini, Ankara2011-

* Courtesy of the Embassy of the Republic of Turkey, Tehran

Spoons
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Turkmen Music
Sound of the Steppe*

Folk music has always been a reflection 
of the life of a nation. It can tell about 
everything the nation is worried about, 
adored by, afraid of, proud of or dissatisfied 
with. All these thoughts are expressed in 
songs, motifs and melodies. And if someone 
would like to know a country as deep as 
it possible, studying its history, traditions 
and customs is not enough without 
understanding the musical art of its nation. 
People’s life itself is concluded in the context 
of their songs and the sounds of their 
musical instruments. Songs and music are an 
essential part of people’s existing. 
Turkmen musical traditions are among the 
most ancient activities of people living on 
the territory of modern Turkmenistan. During 
the excavations at the archeological site of 
Nisa - the capital of Parthian kingdom, 3rd 
century B.C., archeologists have unearthed 
ancient horn-shaped, water vessels called 
“Ritons” holding depictions of people playing 

different musical instruments. This is the 
testimony to the fact that music has been 
part of people’s lives since ancient times. 
Historical monuments of ancient Serakhs and 
Merv tell us about the development of the 
art of music in the pre-Islamic period when a 
folk singer and narrator called “Babagambar” 
was well-known. Key information on the 
musical traditions and instruments of the 
13th century could be found in the works of 
such outstanding scientists and enlighteners 
as Al-Farabi, Al-Kindi, Ibn Sina, Safiddin Al-
Urmavi, etc.
During the reign of Seljuk dynasty, the art 
of music acquired a lofty position; especially 
during the rule of Sultan Sandjar when Merv 
became the hub of culture, science and art, 
hosting famous scientists, philosophers and 
musicians of the East who came for studying 
and taking part in creative competitions held 
in the castles of feudal nobility and on the 
folk feasts. 
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Art of BakhshiThe 13th14-th centuries were the most difficult 
ones not only for political life of the region, but 
also the cultural life of the nations. From that 
moment onwards, Turkmen culture and music 
began to develop in its own, deeply distinctive way, 
preserving range of ancient features.
An absolutely new stage began in the musical 
life of Turkmenistan towards the end of the 19th 
century when, for the first time, the Russians made 
some notes on the Turkmen folk melodies which 
were published in the “Asian Musical Magazine” 
(Astrakhan city, 1818-1816). In 26-1925, two 
scientific-ethnographical expeditions (one for north 
part of the Republic, and the other - for the south) 
were formed under the leadership of V. Uspenskiy. 
After researchers had noted more than 350 
musical works of Bakhshis and Dutar and Tuyduk 
performers, they suggested the hypothesis that 
modern Turkmenistan had preserved the remnants 
of ancient musical tradition of the 9th11-th 
centuries. That is how folk Turkmen music was 
discovered to the world. Today, much attention 
is being paid to the musical art of Turkmenistan: 
Theaters are being created and professional music 
schools are being founded. In common words, 
Turkmen music is moving towards a more serious, 
more professional level.

Turkmen national art is certainly linked with playing 
of the Dutar and the one performing it is called 
“Bakhshi”. However, a Bakhshi does not just play 
the Dutar. His main task is singing. Strong voice and 
quiet regular sound of Dutar are the main attributes 
of the folk performer, without whom there is 
no mass festive gathering. Bakhshi art, being 
considered as an example of high professionalism, 
has always been respected and honored in special 
way in Turkmenistan. 
People prepare, in advance, for the arrival of 
Bakhshi. They learn which of the famous performers 
is coming so that they could prepare themselves 
to ask him questions. They arrange for the meeting 
place and organize meals to be served. They lay a 
large carpet on the ground of the main square and 
set up a fire in the center, which would be the only 
source of light for the whole audience throughout 
the night till morning. 
Bakhshis wear special clothes called Don (thick 
robe lined with wadding), Telpek (hat made from 
wool of black and white sheep), white shirt, boots 
from soft leather on the feet and wide trousers. The 
performance starts at 6-5 o’clock in the evening 
and it ends by 9-8 o’clock the next morning. The 
musician is accompanied by his true assistant who 
knows all his tastes and habits. The whole night 
passes in this way. During this time, the whole 
steppe fall into silence and nothing is heard b the 
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by strong voice yet tender sounds of Dutar.
The brightest features of Turkmen folk musical art 
are expressed in the Bakhshi’s music where the 
creative thinking of Turkmen nation is reflected. A 
lot of Turkmen folk instruments nowadays sound 
as a part of different musical orchestras, and Dutar 
still is an essential part of the national music. 
Dutar players today perform not only Turkmen 
music, but also the music of other nations, Russian 
and European classical music, bringing in unique 
originality into concert programs. Being up-to-
date, the art of Bakhshi draws new melodies from 
the surrounding world. It has continued to be the 
audiences’ favorite and can brighten up their lives 
in troubled times. 

Folk Musical Instruments
Undoubtedly, the main Turkmen musical 
instrument is Dutar. The name ‘Dutar’ comes from 
two Persian words - “du”, meaning “two” and “tar”, 
which means “string”, that is “double-stringed”. Lots 
of other instruments close to Dutar, are widely 
spread throughout Central and Western Asia as well 
as Caucasus such as Dombra in the Kyrgyz Republic, 
Tambur in Bukhara and Khiva and others.
The most ancient musical instrument is a ceramic 
wind-instrument called Oskar which sounds similar 
to flute. Oskar is widely popular in many Eastern 

countries. It is known not only in Central Asia, but 
also in India, Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan 
and many other countries.
Another Musical instrument called Gopuz, which is 
similar to Oskar, was invented a bit later. Gopuz is 
equipped with a small vibrating reed. By keeping 
it slightly close to the lips and manipulating the 
tongue at the same time, unusual sound can be 
produced. This instrument is especially popular 
among women and children.
Gidjak is also very popular among Turkmen people. 
By the way, it is called Kobuz among Kazakhs and 
Kemancha among the nations of Middle East. 
In contrast to Dutar, it is played with fiddlestick. 
It produces quite a mournful, lamenting sound. 
That is why it is also called the “oriental violin”. 
Although by its spike-like structure resting against 
the floor, it looks like cello, but Gidjak is not used 
as a solo instrument. It is usually included into the 
composition of the ensemble and the sounds of 
instrument seem especially vivid and pass through 
the whole composition as a refined thin line.
Tuyduk is another musical instrument popular 
among Turkmens. According to an ancient legend, 
Tuyduk possesses magic power. The legend holds 
that at the beginning of creation, the soulless Adam 
was created from. But, Archangel Gabriel played this 
instrument and endowed him with a soul. 
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An ancient rite of inviting guests for holidays is 
linked with the playing of Tuyduk. Two Tuyduk 
players stand opposite to each other, raise their 
instruments and play music for a short while. At the 
same time, they perform magic circle movements, 
which are ingeniously connected to the shamanic 
past of this ritual. By the way, it is important to note 
that in Turkmen musical traditions, there are no 
percussion instruments.
Turkmen Folk Songs
Turkmen folk songs play an important role in the 
art of music, and consequently, in the very life of 
the Turkmen nation. These folk songs cover a wide 
range of topics for which, some compositions and 
performances have been created. 
Every song is unique by its content, performance 
and story. These songs are usually performed by 
women and children mostly at the night of the New 
Year. This night serves as a very important event 
and is thus always celebrated with enthusiasm. At 
this time, children and teenagers gather in groups 
and go to neighboring houses while singing ritual 
songs, called “yaremezan”. As a sign of wishing 
luck and prosperity in the New Year, they are given 
symbolic presents.
Folk songs are also an essential part of such an 
important event in the life of every person as 
wedding. By the way, it is easy to determine which 

ethnic group the new family relates itself to 
through the songs performed on the wedding day. 
Usually not only songs are performed on this day, 
but also jokes, games, proverbs, ritual quatrains 
and other rites are observed as well. During the fest 
itself, traditional songs such as “yar-yar”, “yarovjan” 
and also “kushtdepde”, are performed the origins 
of which are connected to an ancient shaman 
rite called “zikra”. These songs were meant to heal 
the insane and to banish evil spirits. The musical, 
poetic tale of Destan-epos is very popular among 
the Turkmen folk songs. It may include tales and 
legends, which are recited accompanied by dutar. 
Iran can be rightly considered as a motherland of 
many destans. During the 6th7-th centuries, on 
the Turkic tribes which had come from Iran to the 
territory of Turkmenistan, the influence of Iran 
culture was still strong.  However, Turkmen people 
later on adapted Iranain destans to their own 
national traditions.
Two types of dastans are known in Turkmen culture: 
turic-oguzsk like ‘Shakhsenem and Garyp’, ‘Ker-ogly’, 
‘Sayat and Khemra’, ‘Zokhra and Takhir’, ‘Asly and 
Kerem’ and dastans with Persian motifs like ‘Leyli 
and Mejnun’, ‘Khurlikge and Khemra’,’Shabakhram’, 
‘Melike-Dilaram’, ‘Gul and Sanabur’.
Turkmen songs are also unique for their manner 
of performance. People endowed with great 
and strong vocal chords sing in high register 
mainly about the beautiful, natural landscapes 
of Turkmenistan (deserts and steppes) and the 
nomadic way of life. This mode of life has trained 
Turkmen people to talk loudly and thus sing loudly. 
Singers also skillfully use the particular methods of 
vocal art. Sekdirmek method is very interesting. It is 
characterized by singing with unusual performance 
of some kind of hiccupping. However, not every 
performer is able to master this art. It is mainly 
spread among the Yomuds, living in Tashauz 
Velayet. In the neighboring tribes of Chaudyrs, 
another method called ‘alkym ses’ is widely spread 
where a performer sings with a hoarse voice.

* Source: Central Asia Travel
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Uzbekistan 
Folk Musical 
Instruments

Since ancient times, on the territory of modern 
Uzbekistan, various civilizations have developed, 
blossomed and fallen into decay and left a 
profound mark on the history of world culture. 
Deeply rooted the in past centuries, the art of 
music and performance of Central Asia was born 
in the midst of the multinational peoples of this 
region. 
Traditional Uzbek music has ancient sources. 
Folklore Uzbek music which came from the 
people is divided into many genres. Among them 
are lullabies and children’s songs as well as ritual, 
work, daily life songs, songs-dialogues, dancing 
and lyrics. Part of the existing knowledge on 
the long-standing musical traditions comes 
from the monuments of the Kushan period 
depicting the fine arts and culture of the time. 
On a frieze of one of these monuments, there 
is a string instrument while the other depicts a 
wind instrument, similar to a flute, and the third 

has a bilateral drum of oblong form. Hence, it 
is possible to conclude that the Kushans and 
Sogdians knew the basic types of musical 
instruments and used them both solo and in 
ensemble. 
During the 10th century, a “Renaissance” 
occurred in Central Asia, thus turning the 
Samanid cities of Samarkand, Bukhara and others 
to the leading scientific and cultural centers and 
reviving the local traditions in all areas of science, 
literature and art. A huge number of scientific 
and medical treatises were authored and some of 
them written on music by scholars such as Farabi, 
Ibn Sina, Khorazmi and Fakhruddin Razi gained 
great importance, becoming a component 
of the European musical - theoretical science 
which underwent brilliant development in the 
subsequent era. The diversity of folk instruments 
also confirms the wealth of Uzbek musical 
tradition.

Ages of Developing Traditions*
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Undoubtedly, the most favorite percussion 
instrument of the Uzbeks is Doira. One side of the 
wooden rim of this instrument is covered with 
tight leather membrane, whereas sixty metal rings 
are fixed on the other side. With fingers of both 
hands, a musician beats out a tattoo on the tightly 
stretched leather and at the same time he shakes 
doira thus accompanying the rhythmic sound 
strikes with melodically chiming of the rings. 
In the hands of a virtuoso, Doira-player performing 
Usul - a rhythmic accompaniment of dances 
and singing - Doira can produce tender sounds 
resembling rustling of the wind, or loud drumming, 
like a spring thunder. 

Rubab is a common musical instrument of the 
peoples of Central Asia. It is also played in North 
Africa and, not surprisingly, in the southern 
provinces of Spain. In the XII century Rubab went to 
Europe under the name “rebek”. 
Rubab has a convex wooden case (round or oval), 
a leather deck, 6-4 gut, silk or metal strings, usually 
tuned in fourths, and resonating strings. Rubabs of 
1000-800 mm length are the most common. The 
sound is usually extracted with the mediator. There 
are 3 types of reconstructed Rubabs in the Uzbek 

Nay is one of the most popular musical instruments 
in Uzbekistan. Nay is used as solo, ensemble 
and orchestral instrument. In form and sound, 
Nay resembles a flute. Usually Nay is made of 
bamboo tree, as well as sheet metal and brass. It 
is a transverse flute with six playing holes. With 
fingering combinations and partial covering of 
the holes, the modified chromatic sounds are 
produced. 

Sato (or “tanbur”) is an ancient oriental stringed 
bowed musical instrument with a pear-shaped 
body, passing into a long neck with frets and three 
strings. The body of Sato is made of mulberry, 
pear trees, and the neck and head - from the nut 
tree. Sato can be used as a solo and ensemble 
instrument.
Sato has a thousand-year history, and today it 
sounds as charming as a thousand years ago. In 

Doira

Rubab

Nay 

Sato

Musical Instruments Orchestra of folk instruments: prima, alto, tenor. 
Musicians play Rubab with the bow, holding the 
instrument on their laps. Rubab is performed solo 
and is accompanied by singing.
A variety of Rubabs are found among peoples of 
the East with different names. According to the 
location and distribution of certain features of the 
instrument, these Rubabs are called Afghan, Dulan, 
Kashgar, Pamir and others.
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Sato (or “tanbur”) is an ancient oriental stringed 
bowed musical instrument with a pear-shaped 
body, passing into a long neck with frets and three 
strings. The body of Sato is made of mulberry, 
pear trees, and the neck and head - from the nut 
tree. Sato can be used as a solo and ensemble 
instrument.
Sato has a thousand-year history, and today it 
sounds as charming as a thousand years ago. In 
Central Asia people began to play Tanbur with a 
bow in the IX-X centuries. At the beginning of the 
XX century, Sato became history; almost nobody 
used it. But in 1937 a master called “Usman Zufarov” 
revived the forgotten tradition and created the 
present shape of Sato.

Surnay is Uzbekistan national wind instrument 
in the form of a tube with a board at the base. 
Because of its rare and powerful sound and its 
diverse repertoire, Surnay soon became one of 
the main instruments. It is widely used in the 
ensembles in a variety of national celebrations such 
as wedding ceremonies, the birth of a child. 
Surnay is about 550-450 mm length with the 
narrow upper part of the instrument being a small 
wooden pipe, which carries a thin metal tube 

Literally meaning “two strings”, Dutor is a traditional 
two-stringed musical instrument among the 
peoples of Central and South Asia. Usually Dutor’s 
length ranges from 1 to 2 meters with a pear-
shaped resonator and a highly elongated neck with 
a fingerboard.
The strings of the primitive types were made of 
animal guts. Later, thanks to the development of 
trade along the Silk Road, twisted silk became the 
material used for the strings. Today, silk or nylon is 
used in the production of modern strings. 
The body of Dutor is made of mulberry wood, 
and is encrusted with a bone.Unlike its simple 
appearance, playing Dutor needs excellent skill. 
The sound is characterized by warm and gentle 
tones. Dutor is an integral part of the centuries-old 
musical culture of the Uzbek people. Folk singers 
play Dutors at all Uzbek festivals.

Surnay

Dutor

inside. This small metal tube is made of bamboo 
plates, surrounded by a metal ring. There is a small 
plate below the metal pipe, which is called Sadat. 
Musicians firmly press their lips on to the little plate. 
The double-reed type of this instrument sounds 
if only the artist makes a lot of effort. The location 
of holes not only expands the range of the sound 
device, but also produces clearer sounds.
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This pot-shaped instrument is covered with goat 
or deer leather at the top which has a diameter 
varying from 60 to 600 mm. Nagora has different 
sizes and forms, but only three of them are most 
common.
Dol-Nagora: a big Nogora with low and resonant 
loud kinds.
Rez-Nogora: a small Nagora that has high and 
resonant sound.
Kas-Nagora: a middle sized Nagora that has 
relatively low sound.

Kas and Rez Nagoras are played with two sticks, 
but for Dol-Nagora, only one comparatively thick 
stick is used. Dol-Nagora is often used for declaring 
warning signals.
Another type of Nagora is Kush-Nagora, which is 
a combination of Kas and Rez Nagoras attached 
together and is widely used. 
For the most part Nagora is played with wind 
instruments. For example Tabla, a type of Kush-
Nagora, used to be played every night, usually 
from midnight to 5 in the morning in specific 
Usul rhythm during the month of Ramadan. It 
was also used as a solo instrument during military 
campaigns, when soldiers were marching into the 
battle. 
Nogora was hanged on camel from both sides. 
And sometimes it was played to invite people to a 
certain house where puppeteer show took place. 
In contrast to Doira, only in some kind of rituals 
Nogora is used as a solo instrument. But for the 
most part, Nogora is played in an ensemble with 
Karnay and Surnay and usually for celebrations 
such as wedding ceremonies. 

Nogora

It is a brass tube about 2 meters length with a 
conical mouth at the end. Karnay tubes are of two 
types -straight and cranked – with the former most 
widely used. Karnay has a mouthpiece and is played 
in a standing pose. Regular Karnay tube consists of 
three conjoined parts, which are devised for ease of 
transportation.
Karnays sizes vary depending on their place of 
origin. This explains the diversity of Karnays’ main 

Karnay

tone keys. When played by veteran musicians, 
Karnay becomes a very expressive instrument. In 
the beginning, Karnay used to serve as a military 
instrument - a herald of war and victory.
This instrument, as described by famous music 
history researcher Eichgorn, is one of those 
trumpets, the sounds of which used to accompany 
the armies of Nader-shah, Darius, Chenghiz-khan 
and Timur, for leading the warriors into the battles 
towards victory and many miniatures of different 
ages depicting scenes of battles and military 
campaigns testify to this type of use.
Previously, it was used as a signal, announcing 
disasters like fire or war. Today, Karnay is used, 
along with Surnay and Nogora, across whole 
Uzbekistan as a herald of celebration and 
entertainment, accompanying folk and circus 
shows, horse races and other sport games. 
Uzbek music is still developing and thriving. 
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, 
numerous attempts have been made by a group 
of outstanding musicians and music professors to 
arrange and categorize the huge musical heritage 
of the country. This has resulted in rediscovery 
of many styles and instruments once lost. The 
growing attention of Uzbek people to their cultural 
roots give them hope to see the revival of Uzbek 
traditional music in the nearest future.

Sources:
http://www.tourstouzbekistan.com/
http://orexca.com/
http://www.uzbekmusic.uz
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